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Sheriff concerned with post-storm safety, scams
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Calloway County Sheriff Bill
Marcum is cautioning residents affected by Sunday's wind storm to take care
when cleaning up damage or in hiring a
contractor to perform repairs.
Marcum said a county resident was
injured earlier this week when she
picked up the end of a fallen cable that
she apparently didn't notice was draped
across a nearby roadway. He said that
as she held the cable in her hands in an
attempt to move it. a truck passed by

and snagged the cable
causing her injury.
Other potentially
dangerous conditions
exist from fallen trees,
damage to homes, fallen lines and other
destruction caused by
the storm.
"You have to be
careful out there with
Marcum
all the trees and the
wires down," Marcum said. "We just
want to warn everybody about the dan-

44

gel."
For those still without power and
want to use a portable generator to temporarily restore power, the state Public
Service Commission warned about the
use of the equipment. In a news release,
PSC officials said emergency response
utilities officials across the state are
requesting that residents be warned
about the possibility of the home's electrical system being damaged.
Several fires have been reported that
resulted from restoration of power to
homes with damaged service connec-

tions which had not been reported to or
repaired by utility companies. Severai
instances of carbon monoxide poisoning caused by improper use of generators have also been reported. One death
was also reported.
"A portable generator can be
extremely useful during a power outage," said State Fire Marshal William
Swope in the release. "But if improperly used, it can cause illness and even
death."
Carbon monoxide fumes from a
generator may have killed a woman in

Kentucky where more than 165,0(X)
customers remained without electrical
four days after hurricane-force winci5
pounded the state.
According to the Associated PreaS,
investigators were awaiting test resat
to confirm whether Kristen Estes, 4:
died of carbon monoxide poisoninV
Jefferson County Deputy Coroner BA?
Taylor said. A man and child also in Ole
home were taken to hospitals, pobil:
.
said.

III See Page 2A

Quick fixes tried
for financial crisis
By The Associated Press
Mommusal.ii aoramAda
Gamut
WASHINGTON (AP) — Urgently
Ow mom•allNIMO••romp a
owes Yam.0.111•114m
moving on multiple fronts to stem the •••••••••/erm•Moorommoommy
Illogool Os Nome*/ imillaalone.
a,awn...a •••••••
worst financial crisis in decades, the
MAW
OA ft Woo
government moved today to protect
mord
money market mutual funds against
bond
losses and temporarily banned shortIMMO
as
••••••
selling of company stocks. The
Treasury Department asked Congress
1,4--to give it sweeping power to buy up
0110--3,111• =
toxic debt that has unhinged Wall
"to--warm.
Street.
••••••••
••••••
nO•
President
Bush
authorized
Olistoo•
r•
Treasury to tap up to $50 billion from
2.
a Depression-era fund to insure the
•••••••
Mo.
mod
holdings of eligible money market
•gob
IA*
mutual funds.
The dramatic action comes as os.•••-.6
•.•
Treasury Secretary Henry Paulson
word
that
a
plan
was
in
the
works.
and Federal Reserve Chairman Ben
Bernanke are crafting a massive res- Fallout from the housing and credit
cue plan to buy up dodgy assets held debacles have badly bruised the econby troubled banks and other financial omy and pushed unemployment to a
institutions at the heart of the nation's five-year high.
"I don't say any prudent money
financial crisis.
Congressional leaders said they manager would say we're out of the
exp,:cted to get the plan Friday and woods, but right in this moment it all
act on it before Congress recesses for seems positive and leading toward an
upward move for the market going
the election.
The chairman of the Senate into Friday session," said Scott
Banking Committee, Chris Dodd.0- Fullman, director of derivative investConn., warned the United States ment strategy for New York-based
could be "days away from a complete institutional broker WJB Capital
meltdown of our financial system' Group.
Fullman said the biggest bonus of
and said Congress is working quickly
any potential government plan is that
to prevent that.
Dodd told ABC's "Good Morning it is being put together to help the
America" that the nation's credit is banking industry as a whole. Until
seizing up and people can't get loans. now, the Treasury and Fed have selecThe ranking Republican on the tively bailed out institutions that were
Banking Committee, Sen. Richard the most vulnerable.
"This staves off Judgment Day,"
Shelby, said the U.S. has "been lurching from one crisis to another" and said Anthony Sabino, professor of law
predicted the new bailout plan would and business at St. John's University.
"This is a detox for banks, and will
cost at least half a trillion dollars.
"We hope to move very quickly. help cleanse themselves of the bad
Time is of the essence," House mortgage securities, loans and everySpeaker Nancy Pelosi, D-Calif., said thing else that has hurt them."
The roots of the current crisis can
after Paulson and Bernanke briefed
congressional leaders Thursday night. be traced to lax lending for home
Stocks on Wall Street shot up more
than 400 points late Thursday on

•See Page 2A

Calloway schools get
STOP Act funding
Special to the Ledger
WASHINGTON - U.S. Rep. Ed
Whitfield, R-Ky., announced recently
that the Calloway County Board of
Education has been awarded $50,000
from the U.S. Department of Health
and
Human
Services' Center for
Substance
Abuse
Prevention.
The funds will be
used
for
the
Calloway
County
STOP Act Program,
a nationwide initiative aimed at preventing and reducing
Whitfield
alcohol use among
young people.
"Underage drinking is a problem
that faces every community and

every family throughout the First
District." Whitfield said. -It is important to teach our young people about
the dangers of underage drinking drinking and driving in particular while giving them the tools they need
to resist peer pressure and make
responsible decisions."
The Sober Truth on Preventing
Underage Drinking Act, or STOP
Act, was created to strengthen collaboration among communities, the
Federal Government, and State and
local governments in an effort to
combat alcohol use among young
people. The program serves as a catalyst for increased citizen participation
and provides information regarding
state-of-the-art practices and initiatives that have proven to be effective
in preventing and reducing alcohol
use among youth.
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HAWKINS TEAGUE/Ledger & times

Former Democratic Congressman Jim Lloyd of California (center) talks yesterday about the presidential race during yesterday's panel discussion,"Congress, the President and the Future," at the Barkley Room in Murray State
University's Curris Center. The panel was part of the university's "Congress to Campus" series and celebration of
Constitution Day. Also pictured are professor of legal studies Dr. Tom Glover (left) and former Republican
Congressman Lou Frey, Jr.

Congress comes to NISU campus
by sharing their real-life
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
experiences as candidates
Staff Writer
Professors from Murray and office holders." A
State University's political Republican and a Democrat
science and legal studies always participate and talk
department joined with two about Constitutional and legformer United States repre- islative issues and bipartisan
sentatives and a Kentucky cooperation.
The three guests on the
state representative yesterday morning for a spirited panel included James Lloyd,
discussion of Congress, the a Democrat from California
presidency
and
the who served from 1975-81;
Lou Frey, Jr., a Republican
Constitution.
The event was one of sev- from Florida who served
1969-79;
and
eral celebrating Constitution from
Day, which was Wednesday. Democrat State Rep. Fred
The panel discussion, enti- Nesler, who represents
tled "Congress, the President Graves and McCracken
and the Future," was held in counties in the state House
the Curris Center's Barkley of Representatives.
On Wednesday night,
Room and had an audience
of about a couple dozen stu- Frey and Lloyd also particdents and faculty. Dr. Tom pated in a lecture called
and
the
Glover from the Department "Congress
of Political Science and Constitution" at the Wrather
Legal Studies said that it was Museum. Glover and Dr.
a pan of the Congress to Brian Clardy, assistant proCampus series, which sends fessor of history,joined them
former
members
of on Thursday's panel.
The two Congressmen
Congress to college campuses to talk about civic engage- indeed lived up to the
Congress to Campus bipartiment issues.
According to an MSU san approach. Judging by a
press release, the Congress range of discussed issues,
to Campus program is a part- which included the econonership between the U.S. my, both presidential candiAssociation of Former dates, campaign finances
Members of Congress, the and the wars in Iraq and
Center for Democracy and Afghanistan, it would have
Citizenship and the Stennis been difficult to guess which
Center for Public Service. Its parties the two men reprepurpose is to send former sented. Nester also showed a
members of Congress to col- willingness to work with his
leges to "provide students political rivals. At one point
with insights into the reali- in their discussion, he said
ties of American democracy that although he supported

May we continue
to prayfir the
438th Military
Police Company
and theirfamilies
during their
time ofservice.

HAWKINS TEAGUE/Ledger & Times

State Rep. Fred Nesler, D-Mayfield, speaks at yesterday's panel discussion. Ptctured behind him is Dr.
Bnan Clardy, assistant professor of history, who also
participated.
his party' nominee for president, Barack Obama, he said
he thought Republican nominee John McCain would
also make a "great president."
Talking about the subject
of the candidates' experience
in Washington, D.C., Lloyd
said that it sometimes helps a
great deal to have a firm
grasp on how the political

INDEX
TWO SECTIONS
16 PAGES
38 ciassineds

game is played in order to
get things done. He said that
although Republican Warren
G. Harding, who served
from 1921-23, was "a wonderful guy," he had not been
a very effective president.
He also said Democrat
Jimmy Carter's presidency

III See Page 2A
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•Safety, scams ...

Murray Police Department
• Theft was reported at 10 14
at
Wednesday
am
Orschelin's store
• Criminal mischief to vehicles
was reported at 11 a m at
Sigma Chi Fraternity House at
103 N 14th Street
• A complainant came into the
police station at 2.48 p m. to
report vehicle vandalism.
• Theft was reported at 7.42
p.m. at 801 Walmart Drive.
• Criminal mischief to a vehicle
was reported lust after midnight Tuesday morning at 716
Sycamore Street.
• Theft of gasoline during a
drive-off at the BP station on
U.S. 641 North was reported
at 5:24 a.m
• A bicycle was reported stolen
at 10.52 am at 1411 Stadium
View Drive
• A complainant came into the
police station to report a case
of debit card fraud at 1:51 p.m.
• Theft of a car stereo was
reported at Harlan Auto at 2:38
p.m.
Murray Ststs University
Police
• Criminal mischief was reported at College Courts aparta.m.
7:53
at
ments
Wednesday. Caller said graffiti
the
in
wall
a
on
was written
400 block. Facilities management was notified.
• A report of mischief was
taken at 3:07 p.m. at Sparks
Mall. Graffiti was painted on
the building beside the left
.door on the 15th Street side.
• Jeremy S. Todd. no age listed, of Murray was arrested at
10:37 p.m. Tuesday near the
inters;,,ction of Main and 16th
Streets for driving under the
Influence, possession of manruana, possession of drug
paraphernalia and speeding.
— Information is obtained
from reports, logs and citations from various agencies.

From Front
Michael Hunt was in stable condition i hursday at Jewish
Hospital in Louisville. hospital spokeswoman Barbara Mackovic
said The child's condition could not he obtained
Louisville police spokesman Phil Russell said the three were
exposed to carbon monoxide fumes Wednesday evening from a
generator that appeared to be inside the home.
Swope said the agency is also aware of instances in which
improper use of a generator has resulted in backfeeding of electrical current into the distribution system, posing a potential threat to
crews working to restore power and the public.
National Fire Protection Association reported 64 deaths in 2005
from carbon monoxide poisoning. Officials suggest:
n always operate a generator outdoors well away from doors,
windows and vent openings.
n invest in a battery -operated carbon monoxide alarm. This
device will alert you to an unsafe buildup of carbon monoxide. If it
goes off, leave your home immediately and contact your tire department.
n Know the symptoms of carbon monoxide poisoning
headaches, dizziness, nausea and light-headedness.
Meanwhile, Marcum said it's also possible that scammers may
move into the area offering roofing, tree or debris removal, landscaping and other services they may never intend to honor or may
complete with less than desirable results.
"We don't know of any in our county right now, but it's happening everywhere else." Marcum said. "Everybody needs to look out
for themselves and only hire people you know you can trust."
In a news release concerning a new state contractor registration
program designed to prevent scams, State Attorney General Jack
Conway also warns Kentuckians about the probability of fraudulent

IlloadWortNotice
Kentucky
The
Transportation Cabinet plans to
restnct traffic to one lane on the
1,1S 68/Ky. BO Eggners Ferry
.Bridge at Aurora starting
•Nonday. Lane restrictions are
.-expected to be in place dunng
- daylight hours from approxi.-inately 8:30 a.m. to approxi':mately 3:30 p.m. through
• thursday, Sept. 25
The lane restriction is to
allow inspectors to continue a
detailed inspection of the bridge
structure. Motorists can expect
to encounter equipment, flaggers, and inspection personnel
on the bridge deck in close
proximity to traffic flow.

TininCrier
NOTICE
• The City of Murray
Human Rights Commission
will meet Monday from 5-6
p.m. at City Hall. Agenda
items include reviewing the
City's human rights ordinance
and discuss community outreach activities.
II To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.

Corm:doe
A 2.),cents per $100 tax on
real property for county health
purposes, part of the county's
new tax levy for the coming
year. will benefit the Calloway
.County Health Department not
County
r.lurray-Calloway
44ospital. A reporter erred in a
scal court story Wednesday.

A

The Murray Ledger & Times
strives to ensure accurate and
;lair reporting; however mislakes occasionally occur. It is
.the Ledger's policy to correct
*rots To report a news mis:take or error, please call 7531916

contractors.
"Disasters can strike anywhere and at any time. Whether it's a
flood, dreadful storm or even a tornado, there can be widespread
damage to businesses, homes and the community," he said. "Amid
the flurry of activity to provide victims with essentials like food,
water, clothing and shelter, a fertile environment exists for fraud to
occur."
Examples of most common scams include fly-by-night contractors that provide shoddy service or engage in price gouging. Other
efforts include phony charities ot con artists posing as building
inspectors and phony lending companies trying to get Social
Security, bank account and other personal financial information so
they can take your money, according to Conway.
Anyone encountering possible storm-related scams are asked to
call the Calloway County Sheriff's Department at 753-3151 or
Murray Police Department at 753-1621. You may also call the attorI-888-412.9257.
ney general',('4,riurner Protection Hotline at

More than 100,000 still
without power in Ky.
LOUISVILLE. Ky.(AP) — More than 100,000 homes and
businesses are still without power across Kentucky, five days
after high winds from the remnants of Hurricane Ike battered the
state.
The state says that as of late Thursdsy, statewide outages
totaled 135,305 customers.
A big majority of the outages remain in the Louisville Gas &
Electric service area, where 108,000 customers were still in the
dark. Most of those customers are in Jefferson County.
Duke Energy, which serves a ring of counties in northern
Kentucky near Cincinnati, had 17.535 Kentucky customers
without power. Kenergy reports about 4,300 outages, with more
than half in Daviess County.
Kentucky Utilities had just under 4,000 outages.
State and Louisville officials are planning to give an update
at a news briefing this morning.

;?4.

TOM BERRY/edger & Times
to about 170 supportspeaks
Hubbard
Carroll
FUNDRAISING FRY: State Senate candidate
North Thursday night After
121
Ky.
on
Hall
Shnner's
at
fry
fish
ers who attended a fundraiser
he thinks need to be made, Hubbard
outlining some of the changes in state government that
"must win" races that will give
three
of
one
as
y
candidac
said Democrats have cited his
Democrats a shot at taking leadership in the Senate

Congress to Campus..

only president in recent
district very well and work hard was the
who has made a declamemory
there
people
the
to
and respond
war.
of
ration
can't
"You
office.
in the late '70s was a disaster in to stay in
-That's not a slap at Bush.
and expect
part because he was out of the coast for two years
That's a slap at Clinton, too," he
to come back." he said.
loop.
didn't think said.
he
said
Lloyd
d
understoo
never
"Carter
When Frey asked him what
be such a bad
how Washington worked," he four years would
of Congress he would do if he were presimembers
since
idea
said.
of their dent, Clardy said he would ask
Nester said he thought it was have to spend so much
run for Congress to declare war in
to
money
raising
terms
for
fine to have a candidate
say- Afghanistan and get serious
agreed,
Nesler
.
re-election
"seapresident who was not as
ng about finding Osama Bin
campaigni
of
cost
the
that
ing
soned" as in the past. He said
Laden. Frey said he would probheights
ridiculous
to
grown
had
that Kentuckians should he
vote in favor of that if he
ably
that
and
decades
few
last
the
in
more concerned about pressing
still in the House and that
were
any
getting
of
sign
no
showed
It
issues like the state's high
ways, Iraq was a sucsome
in
to
hard
was
it
said
He
unemployment rate, the fact that cheaper.
to Afghanistan.
compared
cess
you're
when
much
h
many people struggle to pay for accomplis
sure finding
wasn't
he
although
on
take
to
preparing
health care, and the energy cri- constantly
Bin Laden was so important
sis. He said that with your next election opponent. the anymore. Glover and Lloyd
The men also discussed
Kentucky's coal, the state could
limits and agreed that escalting U.S. r
well become the "Saudi Arabia possibility of term
they were ence there was probably ft,.
that
agreed
generally
States."
United
the
of
Florida right move.
that
said
Frey
idea.
bad
a
initial
of
minutes
few
a
After
Frey, who is a Navy veteran.
state
the
within
limits
term
tried
was
panel
the
discussion,
said that although the Iraq war
was
effect
the
that
but
House
the
from
opened to questions
run- has been extremely controveraudience and the rest of the pro- that representatives were
sial, it is nothing compared to
House
the
of
Speaker
for
ning
back-andgram had a loose,
the heated debates over
gain
didn't
and
years
eight
only
Brown,
forth format. Dr Ted
Vietnam. He said one couldn't
do
to
necessary'
experience
the
who is the dean of MSU's
a serious discussion about
have
of
Because
.
effectively
job
the
College of Humanities and Fine
on a campus the way he
war
the
ignore
would
lobbyists
this,
Arts, asked what the congressat the moment withdoing
was
they
knew
they
because
them
men thought of the idea of
position out being shouted down. He
extending congressional terms wouldn't hold their
long and instead paid more also said he thought that when
from two years to four years.
the U.S. decides to go to war, it
Frey said it was a bad idea attention to their staff because should always fight with all the
in the
because of the different ways they would likely remain
resources it has available.
the House and the Senate same job for longer.
He said that he and others in
Clardy said that although
worked, which he said had been
the service had been appalled at
the intent of the framers of the there had been much discussion how many rules of war there
years,
Constitution. He said it made of term limits over the
move- had been and that they hadn't
much
been
hadn't
there
six
were
terms
Senate
that
sense
pass- been allowed to fight it effecyears because it takes so long to ment other than Congress
tively.
presidents
for
limits
term
ing
House
that
and
pass bills there
"If you're not doing everydied
terms should remain two years after Franklin Roosevelt
you can to win, you
thing
term.
fourth
his
during
be
to
because it was intended
send troops in the first
shouldn't
great
a
talked
also
panel
The
citizens'
more responsive to
Iraq and place." he said.
in
wars
the
about
deal
concerns.
that
The short terms mean a rep- Afghanistan. Clardy said
II
resentative has know his or her Roosevelt during World War

From Front

II Quick fixes..
From Front
mortgages — especially subpnme loans
given to borrowers with tarnished credit
-- during the housing boom. Lenders and
borrowers were counting on home prices
to keep zooming upward. But when the
housing market went bust, home prices
plummeted. Foreclosures spiked as people were left owing more on their mortgage than their home was worth. Rising
mortgage rates also clobbered some
homeowners.
As financial companies racked up
multibillion-dollar losses on soured mortgage investments, and credit problems
spread globally, firms hoarded cash and
clamped down on lending. That crimped
consumer and business spending. dragging down the national economy -- a
vicious cycle policymakers have been
trying to break.
-The root cause of the stress in the

capital markets is the real estate correction," Paulson said, adding he hopes to
have a solution "aimed right at the heart
of this problem."
Bernanke said a resolution would help
-get our economy moving again "
Rep. Barney Frank, D-Mass., chairman of the House Financial Services
Committee, discounted the idea of setting
up a new agency — similar to the
Resolution Trust Corp. — established in
1989 to help resolve a savings and loan
crisis at a cost to taxpayers of $125 billion.
"It will be the power — it may not be
a new entity. It will be the power to buy
up illiquid assets," Frank said. "There is
this concern that if you had to wait to set
up an entity, it could take too long."
The federal government already has
pledged more than $600 billion in the
past year to bail out, or help bail out,
sonic of the biggest names in American

finance. There was no immediate word
on how much the new rescue plan might
cost.
Paulson. Fed Chairman Ben Bernanke
and other officials planned to work
through the weekend on a solution.
The SEC imposed a temporary emergency ban on all short-selling, not just the
aggressive forms it already has targeted.
The move, announced on the agency's
Web site, may well be unprecedented and
a reflection of regulators' concern about
the widening scope of the financial crisis
as entreaties come from all, quarters to
stem a swarm of short-selling.
In the announcement, the commission
said it was acting in concert with the U.K.
Financial Services Authonty in taking
emergency action to "prohibit short selling in financial companies" to protect the
integrity of the securities market and
boost investor confidence.
"The commission is committed to
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using every weapon in its arsenal to combat market manipulation that threatens
investors and capital markets," Cox said
in a statement. -The emergency ordei
temporarily banning short-selling oi
financial stocks will restore equilibrium
to markets."
For more than a year, investors around
the world have watched with growine
alarm as the U.S. economy, the world',
largest. has struggled to right itself amid
massive home foreclosures, many ot
them from mortgages issued to home
owners with bad credit.
The turmoil has swallowed some of
the most stoned names on Wall Street
Three of its five major investment banks
— Bear Stearns, Lehman Brothers and
Merrill Lynch — have either gone out of
business or been driven into the arms of
another bank.
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K011tickylnBrief
VA clink contract awarded
ent of Veterans Affairs has

Early voting starts in Louisville

MAYFIELD. Ky (AP) — The Departm
awarded a contract to build a VA clinic in Mayfield
The clinic is tentatively scrieduled to open in February
The clinic will be able to serve up to 4.800 veterans with a medical staff of physician assistants or nurse practitioners, at least one
doctor and a riehaviorai health unit. said Ronald McClure. a Mayfield
veterans benefit held representative
McClure says the VA has renewed its emphasis on providing outpatient health care in rural areas so veterans don't have to travel far
to receive assistance
Mayfield Mayor Arthur Bym says area veterans have had to go to
the Veterans Affairs Medical Center in Marion III or to the VA clinic
in Paducah

Prosecutors ask state help
room deposits
tracking
for
H, Ky.(AP) — Authorities in Paducah say they'll ask

PADUCA
hotel
state help to see what happened to thousands of dollars in
reservation money
ealth
McCracken County Attorney Dan Boaz and Commonw
Attorney "nrn Kaltenbach said they would send a letter Friday. asking
the state Attorney General's Office to help them track down room
deposits
The money was sent to the Executive Inn by people who wanted
and
to reserve rooms for the 2009 American Ouilter's Society Show
Contest
than
The annual event is a major tourism event, attracting more
25.000 people
nonThe hotel closed Sept 9 after its electricity was shut off for
ed on
comment
not
has
Singh
r
Bhupinde
owner
Hotel
payment
whether reservation money was held in a separate account.

Todd: Economic downturn
UK's goal
can't stall
Lee
TON, Ky (AP) — University of Kentucky president

By ROGER ALFORD
Associated Press Writer
I Ol'ItiV11.1 1. Ky IAPI
Republit an presidential nomiI hursday
nee John McCain
rci.eised one ot the lust votes

i.ast ill person ahead of
Novemher's general election.
a
Hoist:law.
Bobbie
Repot-di,an s tiis first in line
I .ouisville.
at a p(01111V Nth' ii
voted tor the Arizona senator.
But Greg Dearing, a Democrat
nest in line quickly evened the
vote for
a
with
sLore
Democrat it. nominee Barack
()barna
Paul (runke, director of The

Early Voting Information ('enter
at Reed College in Portland.
Ore . said he believed Kentucky
was he first state to begin inperson early voting. Louisville's
Jelterson County opened the
first polling site Thursday and
other counties US ill soon follow,
the rest of
ille, like
Kentucky. remained under a
state of emergency five days
after remnants of Hurricane Ike
blew through with 75-mph
winds that downed trees.

knocked out power to hundreds
of thousands of families, and
delayed voting by a day.
Only 41 people had cast ballots in the first three hours of
balloting. primarily retirees and
government employees who
will be required to work on
Election Day. The total for the
day was 96. according to Nore
Ghibaudy. spokesman for the
Jefferson County clerk's office.
"This shouldn't be used as an
indicator of interest in the elecFugate,
Les
tion." said
spokesman for Kentucky's top
election official. Secretary of
State Trey Grayson. "People in
Louisville aren't focused on the
election right now because of
the hurricane. We still have
more than 100,000 people without electricity."
Kentucky laws regarding
early voting are restrictive. Only
people who sign statements
swearing, under penalty of perjury, that they will be unable to
go to the polls on Election Day
are permitted to vote before
Nov. 4. Allowable reasons
include travel or medical disabilities.

People who vote this early.
Gronke said, are generally the
most informed voters and very
likely to be party loyalists.
Fugate said he expected a
record number of absentee ballots to he cast this year in part
because of interest in the presidential race and in pan because
trends in recent elections have
shown more people opting to
vote by absentee ballots.
Of more than 1.3 million
Kentuckians who voted in the
2(X)4 presidential election, more
than 100,(X10 used absentee ballots. That's just more than 5 percent, a pittance compared to
most other states. Gronke said a
third of voters nationwide
would use absentee ballots.
Three of Kentucky's largest
counties have been handling lots
of calls for mail-in absentee ballots since they became available
Jefferson
Wednesday.
on
County has had more than 3.00Ii
requests for the ballots. Fayette
County, more than 1.2(10
requests: and Kenton County
more than 500 requests.
"We have a feeling there's
going to be a very, very heavy

turnout this year." Ghibaudy
said -We're prepared to add
extra poll workers this year."
Fugate said the early voting
should send a strong message to
the candidates that the're in the
homestretch and that they'd better hold nothing hack.
"People are actually casting
ballots." he said. They're making their decisions. The candidates need to communicate with
voters right now."
Holsclaw and Dearing said
they wouldn't let Ike deter them,
"There is no excuse not to
vote." said Holsclaw. the
Jefferson County clerk who will
oversee general election hallo(
ing in the Louisville area.
Dearing. a Louisville refl.
dent who will be vacationing Jfl
California on Election Day, said
he can't envision anything that
would have swayed his vote
before Election Day.
m usually a straight party
voter." he said. "It would take
something very far-fetched gb
make me regret my vote for the
•
Obama-Biden ticket."

LEXING
with its
Todd says the state's flagship institution needs to continue
top 20 business plan despite tough economic times.
Thursday in
Todd delivered his State of the University address on
shouldn't shrink
front of about 200 people. He warned the university
is struggling.
from its responsibilities because the outside economy
top
The president has set as a goal to become one of the nation's
retention rate
the
says
he
there,
get
To
ons
instituti
20 research
needs to jump to 71 percent. It is currently at 61 percent
research last
Todd lauded the $332 million the school spent on
n this fall
year and its record black enrollment for freshme

Kentucky horse regulators
funds
asking for more
(AP) — The self-proclaimed horse capital of the

FRANKFORT. Ky.
ry to regulate
world is running low on the financial capital necessa
racing
the money to
A state government task force looking at how to find
ion got some
Commiss
Racing
Horse
y
Kentuck
the
fund
ly
adequate
budget for regsobering information Thursday about how Kentucky's
states.
ulating racehorses stacks up with other major racing
is less than a
The commission's annual budoet of $2.7 million
active racing
third those of racing commissions in the other five most
New Jersey and
states — New York, California. Pennsylvania,
Association Racing
Florida. according to Ed Martin, president of the
Commissioners International.
those states, it
While Kentucky has the fewest live race days of
day Kentucky's
also lags far behind in average allocated per race
five range from
average is $7,692 per race day. while the other
$10.000 to $20.000 a day.
difficult to see
"Kentucky is such a crown jewel in horse racing, it is
as long as you
its luster lost." Martin said. "You can only drive a car
have fuel in the tank."
commisLisa Underwood, executive director of Kentucky's racing
members of the
sion, made her pitch for more money Thursday to
od said the
task force appointed by Gov. Steve Beshear. Underwo
staffers and other
full-time
l
additiona
eight
seeking
is
ion
commiss
associated propart-timers, at an extra $1 million cost for staff and
grams.

Ky. Baptist minister convicted of
ng drug money
launderi
Baptist
STER, Ky. (AP) — A southeastern Kentucky

MANCHE
used drug money
minister has been convicted on federal charges he
ence store.
to buy houses, heavy equipment and a conveni
old Wayne
The Lexington Herald-Leader reports that 60-yearof Burning Springs
Reid and his wife 59-year-old Donna Reid. both
District Court in
in Clay County, were convicted Wednesday in U.S.
er.
Manchest
ng them on
A jury deliberated about four hours before convicti
Jr.'s
Jackson
Golden
Larry
of
s
proceed
the
ed
conceal
charges they
r 2005. They
marijuana business from January 2000 to Novembe
after Jackson was
were also convicted on charges of hiding a fugitive
indicted but fled in 2002.
the Raids pay
A court record says tne jury recommended
three houses.
$800,000 and forfeit about 120 acres of land and
face a maximum of
The Reids are to be sentenced Jan. 5. They
30 years in prison.

Fire destroys 3 western
Kentucky businesses

AP

of 12 voters who
Center in Louisville. Ky., Thursday. Biasiolli was one
Gerry 8iasiolli casts his ballot at the Urban Government
open for early voting
cast their ballots in the first half hour the center was

Attorney asks for delay in Ky. bid-rigging case
FRANKFORT. Ky. IAP1 —
An attorney on Thursday asked
for more time to prepare for his
client's trial in a federal bid-rigging case in Kentucky.
Larry Mackey, an attorney
representing construction contractor Leonard Lawson, said in
a court documents that the Nov.
12 trial date is too soon, considering a barrage of motions he
will be filing.
former
Lawson,
Transportation Secretary Bill
Nighbert, and Lawson aide
Brian Russell Billings have
entered not guilty pleas to
charges of conspiracy, misapplication of property and obstruction of justice.
They were charged earlier
this month after a yearlong FBI
probe into the awarding of state
highway construction contracts.
FBI Agent T. Clay Mason
said in a sworn statement last
month that Lawson paid a state
engineer. James Rummage.
$20.000 for the confidential
estimates on proposed construction projects. He also alleged
that Lawson funneled Nighbert
more than $67,000 disguised as

"This is a bride's worst nightREIDLAND. Ky. (API -- were mare," said Johnna Meyer, manbusinesses
Three
shop.
destroyed in a fast-moving fire ager of the bridal
in a western Kentucky industrial
area.
There were no injuries in the
blaze that started at More Power
Diesel in Rcidland about 2 p.m.
CDT.
Flames quickly spread to the
connecting Paducah Gear and
Machine Co. and in the other
direction jumped to the Bradley
House for Brides, a few feet
c all today to find out more at, .
plan..
a fixed annifity
,
away. The three businesses were
destroyed by 3:20 p.m.
*Competitive interest rates
•Earnings compound tax deferred
•No taxes until wall

turned over other evidence to
them. Defense attorneys said the
recording seems to indicate that
Taylor and investigators were
•

giving directions to Rummage
and his attorney and shouldn't
be kept secret.
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payment for a consulting contract.
They also allege that during
the investigation, Nighbert.
Lawson and Billings obstructed
justice by trying to persuade
Rummage not to cooperate with
authorities and suggesting what
he should tell the grand jury.
Mackey said in court documents Thursday that he intends
to file several motions, including the one that will ask the
judge to dismiss the indictment
based on prosecutorial misconduct. Mackey provided no
details of that claim, but he and
other defense attorneys have
been sharply critical of the public release of Mason's sworn
statement.
A second issue arose in court
documents Wednesday when
Assistant U.S. Attorney Ken
Taylor asked defense attorneys
to return a tape recording of a
conversation between investigators. Rummage and his attorney,
the Lexington Herald-Leader
reported Thursday.
Taylor said he had inadvertently supplied the recording to
defense attorneys when he
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OUR READERS
WRITE
To the Editor.
The Board and administration at MSU have done an
excellent job. bringing much favorable publicity AS a top 211
public university In that regard. I read with interest your
recent headline story of MSU Board of Regents• narrow
approval to purchase property in Paducah. This is to be used
for an expanded campus The explanations cited for this
move have been noted.
It Paducah has a large population of potential undergraduate students. We need to do something for our neighbors to
the north.
Why not purchase. upgrade and finally credential the
fledgling Paducah/Barkley Law School instead' The school
continues to struggle in both areas of financing and credentialing. They have a strong student base. This is the exact
strategy used by Northern Kentucky University in purchasing
Chase Law School a few decades ago.
• The legislature has mandated a big increase in undergraduate enrollment. To accomplish this we must go where
the students are!
Really
First, the legislative mandate is an empty one. There has
been no increase in capital funds to build the necessary dormitories or classrooms such an increase would necessitate In
fact. over the past three to four decades, state funding for
education has gone from 50 percent of the budget to less
than 30 percent. The so-called mandate is nothing more than
the legislators paying lip service to education and avoiding
the difficult fiscal decisions that such a mandate would
require.
If the Board of Regents is serious about increasing enrollorient however. there is a simpler way to (10 so.
Reduce the cost of education, i.e. lower tuition, room and
board!
Wal-Mart and Southwest Airlines learned this very simple
lesson years ago.
It seems to me that the Board needs to focus on what it
has done and continues to do well over the recent years. An
expanded campus only dilutes the very characteristics that
have made this a top 20 public university.
Sincerely.
Dan M Miller. MD
Murray

/1:1 LETTERS POLICY
✓ Letters may be sent to P.O. Sox 1040, Murray. Nt.
42071, faxed to 270-753-1927, or e-mailed to
editorigketurrayledger.cotn.
V Letters mailed or taxed most be 'ivied and have
adictress and phew* number for voification purposes. Ensailed letters must here address and phone number.
V No letters wilt be printed anonymously.
✓ Letters should not exceed 300 words and must be
typed or legible
✓ The Murray Ledger & runes reserves the right to edit
or reiect any letter on the basis of length, style, spelling,
gramma-, libel, good teete And frequent contributors to
the FOCUlt page.
V Letters of a "thank you" nature that single out sponsors. businesses or individttals by name, except those
directed toward the crennuemity as a odsole, tell not be
accepted.
✓ Letters only represent the viewpoint and opinion of
the writer and not necessarily of the Lodger & noses
staff.
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A Baby Boomer boom
Pennyrile areas, we have a
keen interest in this matter.
Because the lakes make it
such an attractive place to
retire, our local support systems for senior citizens will
need to be even more highly
developed.
Several state agencies are
trying to get a handle on
this looming situation.
The University of Kentucky's Graduate Center for
Gerontology, the state
Department for Aging and
Independent Living, and the
state's 15 Area Agencies on
receive
Aging have been collaboratUPdate
By Rep Melvin Social
ing on a project called the
Security.
Henley
Kentucky Elder Readiness
D-Murray
For the
Initiative. or KER1.
next two
The project seeks to raise
decades,
statewide awareness of issues
were going to see non-stop
related to the aging of the
rolling retirements for the
Baby Boomer generation, and
roughly 78 million people
to stimulate the local and
who were born between
statewide initiatives that will
1946 and 1964.
be needed.
In Kentucky. we have
During the summer of
approximately 1.2 million
2006, 30 focus groups were
Baby Boomers. That's 29.7
held with community leaders
percent of the state's entire
and service providers around
the
that
population! It nrizans
the state, as well as 15
number of folks age 60 and
community forums. The fololder is going to nearly dou- lowing summer. nearly
ble from its 2000 level of
10.000 surveys were sent
672,905. to nearly 1.3 milstatewide, garnering responses
lion by 2030.
from 3,256 households.
They're all rapidly
The findings reveal that
approaching retirement age,
people are worried. Twoand right now. Kentucky isn't thirds of participants say
ready to manage the coming
they're expecting the Baby
need for services and support Boomer retirements to signifnetworks.
icantly affect their communiHere in the Purchase and
ties. Unfortunately, the same

There's a dernographi.
time bomb on the horizon,
and it's called the Baby
Boomer generation.
This
past January, the
first of
the Baby
Boomers
crossed
the "age
62'
threshold.
making
them eliLegisiseve gible to

numbers say their Lommun,
ties are not actively preparing to meet the challenge.
There's concern at the
individual level. too. Seventy-eight percent of Baby
Boomers and 66 percent of
Kentuckians currently over
age 62 said they "worry a
lot" about whether they'll be
prepared for retirement.
As a result, many are not
expecting a restful retirement.
Two-thirds of adults currently
over 62 are planning to
work full-time or part-time
after they retire. Thirty-five
percent of Baby Boomers
plan to do the same.
This means that we're
going to need transportation
and health care systems that
are suitable fo- older people
who continue to lead active
lives.
We're also going to need
housing options and home
care supports. The KERI
project found that 81 percent
of Kentuckians plan to still
be living in their permanent
homes at the age of 75.
One-third still expects to be
at home when they are 90.
This cannot be done without
help.
We're going to need to
beef up our existing network
of senior centers, which 53
percent of Baby Boomers
say they expect to use as
they age. These centers also
need to be retrofitted to suit
the needs of a generation of
retirees who are aging in a

high-tech world. This means
computers. lots of them, and
high-speed Internet access.
Fortunately. Calloway County
has an excellent Senior Citizens Center, as well as an
excellent Transit System.
Although everyone knows thevalue that these community
assets furnish, they will have
an even more dramatic
impact on our community in
the future.
When asked to rank the
importance of potential future:
policy directions. 68 5 percent of ram participants
said their top priority was
providing programs for the
long-term of support of persons with disabilities who
are being cared for by an
aging parent. Right now, we
only have rudimentary such
systems.
That was followed by creating "one-stop shopping" for
services (62 percent). providing training and support for
new caregivers (61.3 percent), providing support for
grandparents raising grandchildren (58 percent) and
.
placing emphasis on develop'
ing residential options for
seniors 156.8 percent).
Clearly. we have a lot oCs
work to do. and not much
time to make it all happen.

State Rep. Melvin Henley (D-Murray)
Room 329J Capitol Annex
e-mail: melvin. henley Oirc.ky.gov

Murr

Lessons from the Puritans
'Greed is good.' (1987
film 'Wall Street')
"Whoever loves money.
never has money enough:
whoever loves wealth is
never satisfied with his
income. This too is meaningless." (Ecclesiastes 5:10)
The financial 'crisis' on
Wall Street has provided
another teachable moment. It
turns out that greed is not
good after all.
While the media and
politicians blame the usual
suspects. greed. like illicit
sex, is not held in copyright
by either party or political
persuasion.
Barack Obama partially
and predictably blamed the
Bush administration, but it
was the policies of the Clinton administration (as'
detailed in the Sept. 15 issue
of Investors Business Daily)
that sowed the seeds for the
subprime mortgage collapse.
John McCain wants more
regulations. What McCain
should be demanding is an
investigation, especially of
those members of Congress
who failed to provide oversight. It also wouldn't hurt
to recommend more self-control and an embrace of the

Puritan ethic
of living
within one's
Modern
Western
has
been built
on the success ethic,
which says
Cal's
the acquisiThoughts
tion of
By Cal Thomas
material
Syndicated
hproColumnist
happiduces
ness and
contentment and that the
value of a life is to be
measured not by one's character, but the size of his
bank account, the square
footage of his home, the
cost of his clothes and the
cars in his garage. The Puritan Thomas Watson
addressed this notion when
he said, "Blessedness ... does
not lie in the acquisition of
worldly things. Happiness
cannot by any art of chemistry be extracted here."
Christianity Today magazine noted in a 1988 article,
"The Puritan Critique of
Modern Attitudes Toward
Money" 'American culture
has been strangely enamored
of the image of 'the self-

made person' -- the person
who becomes rich and
famous through his or her
own efforts. The idea of
having status handed over as
a gift does not appeal to
such an outlook. Yet the
Puritans denied that there
can even be such a thing as
a self-made person. Based on
an ethic of grace. Puritanism
viewed prosperity: solely as
God's gift."
The writer might have
added that prosperity should
not be seen as an end, hut a
means. Throughout Scripture.
people are warned that
money is a false god that
leads to destruction. Wealth
is best used when it
becontes a rivet, not a reservoir; when it blesses and
encourages others and does
not solely feed one's personal empire.
The mtxiem business ethic
seems to be to make as
much money as possible. hut
with little purpose for making that money other than to
enhance the wealth and status of those who make it.
No wonder Paul 0,, Apostle
wrote that "the love of
money is the root of all
kinds of evil' (1 Timothy
6:10). It isn't money itself
that is evil. Money, like fire

or firearms, can be used for
good or ill, depending on
the character of the person
who possesses it. But money.
can be worshipped with as
much fervency as that golden
calf in Moses' time. In Dow'
we trust!
Part of our problem is a
failure to distinguish between
needs and wants. Until the
last century. most people
.
were familiar with the Pun-.
tan ethic of living within
one's means. The Gilded Ag4
in the late 19th century
demonstrated the folly of
rapacious living, yet the
Roaring Twenties generation
had to learn the lesson anevYb
from the Great Depression. .
When the Forbidden Fruit
was handed to Adam and
Eve, they were allowed the
moral choice to accept or
decline. I know people who
have refused to feast on the
money tree. They live simply. within their means, and
seem far more content than
those who are trying to
horde their wealth while
clinging to the ladder of
'success,' terrified to let go..
That isn't real living. The
Puntans rightly saw that as
•
covetousness.
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Malfunction likely cause of chopper crash

Obituaries
Gene Smith

BAGHLnair Ar • - .A I,.s
military official said a mechanical problem appeared to be the
reason for a helicopter crash
Thursday that killed seven
American soldiers in Iraq's
southern desert. the deadliest
such incident in Iran in more
than a year
The CH-47 Chinook was flying with three other choppers
from Kuwait when it went down
shortly after midnight about 60
miles west of Basra. the rrulitary
said.
The U.S. military relies heavily on helicopters to ferry
troops, dignitaries and supplies
to avoid the threat of ambushes
and roadside bombs, and
Thursday's crash highlighted
noncombat dangers facing
the
Billy Soyder
Americans in Iraq.
The funeral for Billy Snyder will be Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
In all. 70 U.S. helicopters
chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. Mike
have gone down since the war
Richardson will officiate. Burial will follow in the Elm Grove
started in March 2003, accordCemetery.
• Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. Saturday. ing to military figures. Of those.
36 were confirmed to have been
Online condolences may be made to www.yorkfuneralhome.com
. Mr. Snyder. 54. Murray. died Wednesday. Sept. 17. 2008, at 3:25 shot down.
Maj. John Hall. a military
p.m. at his home. He was a truck driver for Titan Trucking Co. Born
spokesman in Baghdad. said
Oct. 18, 1953. he was the son of the late Eugene and Wilma White
Snyder. Survivors include one son. Paul Snyder and wife. Tiffany. hostile tire had been ruled out in
Thursda,..'s crash and that the
and one granddaughter. Mesa Snyder. all of Gosnell. Ark.: one
daughter. Chelsea Snyder. Murray. four sisters. Rita Carrol. Murray. three other helicopters suffered
no damage.
Charlotte Robinson and husband. Thomas, Gay, Ga.. Sandy Wallace
A Pentagon official in
and husband, Steve. Elizabethtown. and Brenda Lowe, Paris. Tenn:
three brothers, Michael Snyder and wife, Teresa. Cottage Grove, Washington said it appeared that
Tenn.. Danny Snyder. Murray, and James Snyder and wife, Peggy, the twin-engine transport airPittsburg, Kan.
craft had malfunctioned.
-They think it was a mechanical problem,- the official said
Thomas G. Houston
The funeral for Thomas G. Houston will be today (Friday) at 2 on condition of anonymity for
lack of authorization to speak to
p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Rev. Hal Shipley
the press on the record.
and Rev. Ryker Wilson will officiate. Music will be by Ryker and
The Chinook, considered the
Jennifer Wilson. Pallbearers will be Ben Hendrix. Don Murdock.
Fred Richter. Larry Rood. Johnny McDougal and Jimmie Graham. Army's workhouse, has the
Burial will follow in the Murray Memorial Gardens. capacity to carry more than 30
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
people. but the military said the
Mr. Houston. 85. Justice Road. Murray, died
seven killed were the only ones
'Wednesday, Sept. 17. 2008, at 7:15 p.m. at Murray- on board the helicopter that
Ill
Calloway County Hospital. A retired fanner and
crashed.
dozer operator. he was a member and oldest deacon
The aircraft - which was en
of Locust Grove Missionary Baptist Church and an Army veteran of route to a base in Balad, north of
World War II. Born Dec. 12, 1922, in Caliouray County. he was the
Baghdad -- went down in an
son of the late Elbert Houston and Jetta Galloway Houston. Also
area under British military conpreceding him in death were one brother. Harold Houston. and one
trol. A Bntish quick reaction
grandson. Curtis Beane. Survivors include his wife, Dons Aycock
force and road convoy were disHouston. to whom he had been married for 62 years; one daughter. patched to help American offiLinda Beane and husband. Allan. one son. Robert Houston and wife, cials at the site, officials said.
Joyce, one sister, Kate Eldridge and husband, Leroy, and three
It was the deadliest helicopgrandchildren, Brad Houston. Christy Turner and husband. Mike. ter accident for U.S. troops since
and Justin Houston. all of Murray: six great-grandchildren.
Aug. 22. 2007. when a UH-60
Black Hawk helicopter crashed
Rex Owen
in northern Iraq, killing all 14
The tuneral for Rex Owen was Thursday at 1 p.m. in the LeDon
U.S. soldiers aboard.
Chapel of Ridgeway Funeral Home. Paris, Tenn. Mike Waddey offi"It is a tough day for the
ciated. Pallbearers were Pete Lackie, Doug Evans, Troy Bruce, J. A. coalition and we are deeply sadand
active.
Hopkins.
Michael
and
Cowell. Robert(Rookie)Edwards
dened by the loss of our solHugh Tyler. honorary. Burial was in the Puryear City Cemetery. diers,- said Col. Bill Buckner,
Puryear. Tenn.
another military spokesman.
Mr. Owen. 63, Pans, Tenn., died Tuesday. Sept. 16. 2008. at "Our prayers and condolences
Vanderbilt University Medical Center. Nashville. Tenn.
go out to the families during this
He had worked for 25 years as a salesman for Midway Nissan. difficult and tragic incident.Ky..
Murray.
in
1945,
II,
April
now Premier Nissan of Pans. Born
The military did not release
he was the son of the late Taylor I. Owen and Ruby Smith Owen.
the names or hometowns of
Survivors include his wife. Juanita Sawyer Owen; two daughters. those killed pending notification
Anissa Underwood and husband, David, Jackson. Tenn., and Lori of next of kin. But Alex Weintz.
Lemonds and husband, Kevin., Murfreesboro, Tenn.; two stepdaugh- spokesman for U.S. Rep. Mary
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four from Texas and three from
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and
Alexis
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Devin
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of two soldiers in sepadeaths
and
Tyler
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and Will and Wesley Lemonds; nine
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and
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ther related to combat.
Paige Watkins and Sawyer Emerson: three great-grandchildren: inAt least 4.168 members of
laws. Wilson and Louise Sawyer. Paris.
the U.S. military have died in
Iraq since the war started.
Mrs. Line Maggie Boatright
according to an Associated
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of
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Mrs.
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She
Mich.
Grayling.
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Mercy
at
Monday, Sept. 15. 2008,
Prime Minister Noun ala homemaker and a member of Lakeview Baptist Church. Preceding
Maliki. meanwhile, stepped up
her in death were her husband, Sam Hugh Allen Boatright; one
pressure for U.S. officials to
daughter, Barbara DeLong: her parents, Lee Vickers and Sadie
for a
Wilson Vickers; two brothers. Carter and Thurman Vickers; and two respond to Iraqi proposals
agreement.
security
include
Survivors
Donohoo.
Dortha
and
Evans
sisters, Annie Ellen
Any pact must be ratified by
one daughter. Carrol Fitch, MM. Mich.: three sisters, Mignon Davis.
Paducah. and Floette Noel and Armilda Yow. both of Kirksey; one the Iraqi parliament by Dec. 31.
when the U.N. mandate for forbrother, Rodney K. Vickers, Murray: four grandchildren. Gerald
eign forces expires, and proFitch. Mount Morns, Mich.. and Debra Fanner. Candi Hale and
Richard DeLong. all of Waterford. Mich.; eight great-grandchildren; longed deliberations are raising
concerns the year-end deadline
several nieces and nephews.

[he funeral tor Gene Smith will be Suaday at 2 p.m. in the chapel
of .1 H Churchill Funeral Home Mike Barnett, Jeff Stewart. Joe
Orcutt and Fr. Mike Williams will officiate. Buf141 will follow in the
Murray City Cemetery Visitation will be at the funeral home from
5 to 8 p.m. Saturday Expressions of sympathy may be made to
Hospice House Building Fund. 803 Poplar St. Murray, KY 42071.
Mr. Smith. 77. Gatesborough Circle. Murray. died Thursday.
Sept. 18. 2008. at 3 55 a m at his home He had retired as planes
accountant and office manager for Vanderbilt Chemical Company.
He was of Catholic faith Preceding him in death were his wife.
Patricia A. Smith who died July 24. 2003, one sister. Anne Frances
McCarter, two brothers Joseph and Bernard Smith Born July 7.
1931 in Owensboro. he was the son of the late Charles H Smith and
glossie D Pate Smith
; Survivors include one daughter. Krim' L. Barnett and husband.
!glace. Chesterfield, Va., one son, David Smith. Pans. Tenn.. one
brother. Fred Smith. Owensboro; four grandchildren. Kent Barnett.
Norfolk. Va.. Dr Michael D Barnett. Birmingham. Ala .
Christopher D. Smith. Indianapolis, Ind.. and Matthew R Smith.
Pans. Tenn

AP
A CH-47 Chinook, similar to this one, is believed to have run into mechanical problems and
crashed during a flight from Kuwait to !rag Thursday killing seven U.S. servicemen. There
have been about 34 non-combat related helicopter crashes in Iraq since the war began.
A military statement sass being treated at a nearby U.S.
won't be met.
The prime minister also said those killed today in the Sunni base. The military says the U.S.
the U.N. mandate would be town of Adwar include tour sus- troops were targeting a man
extended only on Iraq's terms, pected insurgents and three believed to be the leader of a
raising a possible alternative to women. It says a child has been bombing network in an area
pulled from the rubble and is north of Baghdad.
an agreement.
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Due to the widespread damages and
losses throughout Western Kentucky. Community Financial Services Bank is setting
up emergency accounts and placing drop
boxes at each of the bank's locations in
Calloway. Marshall and McCracken Counties to collect money and food for families
in need.
Contributions and foods collected in each
county will go to an agency in that county for distribution. Those collected in Cal1o's
will go to Need Line of
loway
Datebook MurrayCounty
Calloway County; collected
and
By Jo Burkeen
in Marshall County will go to Marshall
Community
Count) Caring and Needline; collected in
Editor
McCracken County will go to Paducah Cooperative Ministry.

ke11211.1CICIPS
The following is a reminder
of es ems planned for this week
that were recently published in
The Miura% Ledger & Times
Jamie Rebecca
daughtei of Melissa Miller and
the late Hal Miller of Murray,
and Corey Joseph Salata. son
01 Donnette and John VanCies e of Wickliffe and Joseph
and Elizabeth Salata of Waterford. Mich.. will be married
Saturday. Sept. 20. 2008, at 4
p.m. at the Goshen United
Methodist Church. Murray. All
relatives and friends are invited.

Dice Run will be Saturday

Brandy Nicole Boucherie.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Boucherie of Henderson.
and Samuel Edward Bell Jr.
son of Samuel Bell Sr. of Fort
Collins, Colo. and Ms. Jazzmyn
Coatney of Medesto. Calif..
will be married Saturday. Sept.
20, 2008. at 4 p.m. at First
United Methodist Church. Henderson. All relatives and friends
are ins ited.

Photo provided
SPECIAL EVENT: Several men at Hickory Woods Retirement Center participated in a
"Woman-Less" Beauty Pageant kicking cff the "Fair Week." Pictured, from left, are "Stephanie"
(Steve) Jezik,"Rybena"(Ruble) Taylor, "Hennetta"(Howard) Bazzell and "Adana"(Ante) Scott.

Gourd Patch Arts Festival scheduled
MAYFIELD, Ky. — On Saturday beginning at 9 am, the
community of Mayfield pays
homage to the humble gourd. Its
annual Gourd Patch Festival
celebrates the modest cucurbit
with a national art exhibition,
workshops. gourd vendors and
crafters, entertainment, concessions and an exciting gourd
racecar derby.
The focal point of the Gourd
Patch Festival is the "All About
Gourds" exhibition in Mayfield/Graves County An Guild's
Ice House Gallery. Now in its
All About
seventh year.
Gourds" has evolved into a
national juried show in which
gourd artists compete for
$1.100 in cash awards.
Festival activities are located around and behind the lee

Shay e Renee Camp. daughter ot Ben and Cheryl Camp
of Kirksey. and Tyler Kenneth Course'', son of Ken and
Mitzie Coursey of Almo. will
be married Saturday. Sept. 20.
2008. at 6 p.m. at the home
of Cindy Howard and the late
Dr. Russ Howard. Kirksey. All
relatives and friends are invited.

SUBSCRIBE
1

JOIN
FARM BUREAU

House Gallery at the comer at several locations at differof North and North 8th Streets ent times throughout the morning.
in Mayfield.
The day will end with a
Vendors provide a large
selection of gourd types and Ghost Walk in Mayfield's
sizes, while gourd crafters and Maplewood Cemetery. New
artists demonstrate their work. events this year are barbecue
Activities tents give children and live blues music in the
opportunities to create art from esening beginning at 5:00pm.
The Mayfield / Graves Coungourd pieces. A highlight of
the festival is the gourd race- ty Art Guild is a non-profit comcar derby for both children and munity arts organization. The
Guild is located in the historic
adults.
Other actis ities include bake Ice House, 120 North 8th St.
sales, a silent auction and hay (corner of North and North
Eighth Streets) in Mayfield.
bale maze.
The percussion section of The Guild is accessible to indinearby Murray State Universi- viduals with disabilities. The
ty's marching band explores Guild is open Tuesday - Frithe musical versatility of the day 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and
gourd on Gourd Patch Festi- Saturday 10 a.m. to I p.m.
val day. Playing only gourd Admission is free.
instruments, the band performs

A blood drive for the Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Blood Bank will be Sunday from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. at First
United Methodist Church. Murray. For more information call
Melissa Easley at 753-8096.

Blood drive will be Saturday

Red Cross will have a blood drive on Saturday from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Lowe's. 1400 Lowe's Dr., Murray. Blood is
urgently needed.

Alpha Department will meet

Alpha Department of Murray Woman's Club is scheduled to
meet Saturday at 9:30 a.m. with Scott Pyle to speak on "Everyday Living." Hostesses will be Marlene Beach, Janet Dees,
Genie May and Sandra Whittenberg.

Downtown Market Saturday
The Downtown Saturday Market, sponsored by Murray
Main Street and located on Maple Street between 4th and 5th
Streets, is open until noon. Featured will be fresh fruits, vegetables. bakery items, cut flowers, canned goods, and variety
of arts and crafts.

Mother to Mother Group to meet

Sherwin-Williams

Mother to Mother, a support group for breastfeeding moms.
is scheduled to meet Saturday at 10:45 a.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church. Featured will be refreshments and door prizes.
Pregnant moms, dads and older children are welcome. For
more information call Heather Duffy at 436-5657.

25% OFF
Enterprise
Rent-A-Car

Four Rivers Group will meet
Four Rivers Music Friends are scheduled to meet Sunday
at 2 p.m. at the Calloway County Public Library. For more
information contact Velvaleen at 753-6979.

15% OFF

New Beginnings will meet

GM Vehicles
500-750 OFF

Photo provided
13
FRIENDS DINNER: New Concord Friends met for dinner at Ryan's Steak House on Sept.
Dick, Janice
and then visited at the home of Sue Steele. Pictured, from left, front row, Audie
Billy Joe
Allbntten, Jimmy Allbritten, Shirley Kingins. Pattie Hill Farthing, back row, Willie Dick,
Kingins, Kenneth Hurt and Bobby Steele.

Hotels

20'OFF
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Jorey & Duro loatriset

Class of 1968 plans reunion
Murray Training School
Class of 1968 will have a
reunion on Saturday. Sept. 27,
at 5 p.m. in the commonwealth
room of the Murray State University Curns Center. A buffet

Lacy & Russ Cleaver
Annette & Chris Hale
Minim & Jason 14,11
•

Elizabeth Win* & Lee Marone
Amber & Roger houk
Kimberly Kumbel & Clay Ryan

•

led Chestnut-St
"- NOCHECKS

OEDIAMODISLISEPT:25
moviesinmtiray.com
The Women

go

Eyeglasses &
Contacts
-1.000- 60 OFF

Catherine & Alan Lamer

PGI3 • 1:25 - 3:50 • 6:5.5 - 9.20

Tanya 8, Justin Morton

Th Family That Preys
PG13 - 1:40-4:00- 7:15 -940
Righteous Kill
R- 1:10 - 3:20 - 7'35- 9:45

Amanda & David Moore
Rebecca & Roger Milton
Kimberly & Justin Rogers

SHOWTIMES BEFORE 6 PM
ON SAT 8, SUN ONLY

dinner will be served at 6:30
p.m. with a social time until
9 p.m. All members of the
graduating class, as well as
classmates who attended school
at Murray Training School,
Murray College High or University School are welcome.
For reservations contact
Glenn Hughes at 270-293-4394
or at gdh50((lwk.net.

Health Center to
reopen Monday
The Calloway County Health
Center at Olive and North 7th
Streets, Murray, will be closed
today. On Monday. Sept. 22,
the center will open in its new
location at 602 Memory L.n.,
Murray.
Dunng the time the center
will be closed, persons with
urgent health center services,
may call 1-270-247-1490 for
assistance

Lakeview 'krrace
1G13 • 105 - 3:25 - 7:05 - 9:25

My Best Friend's Girl
R - 1:20 - 3:40 - 7:30 - 9:50

Pia
ChILirrr Cinthort & 4,cessorrec
NEW OWNER:

753-4703

Karen Allbritten Cain

Call For Details

Home & Auto .
Insurance

Blood drive will be Sunday

Farmers' Market at Calloway County Jaycee Fairgrounds,
Ky. 121 North. Murray, will be open on Saturday from 7 a.m.
to 1 p.m. Featured are a large variety of products locally.
grown and harvested. For more infomiation call the Calloway
County Extension Office at 753-1452.

DISCOUNTS...

(.&toneHearing
Aids
15% OFF

Bnggs and Stratton Relay for Life Team will have its third
annual Dice Run on Saturday. Check in and registration will
be at the parking lot at 110 Main St., at 9 a.m, with the ridbeginning at 10 a.m. The ride is approximately 100 miles
round trip and will end at the school house pavilion in the
Murray Central Park. Featured will be gifts for the top three
rolls and also the lowest roll, door prizes and food. Tee shirts
will also be available. All proceeds will go to the American
Cancer Society Relay for Life. For more information call Brenda Kimbro or Georgia Paschall at 759-1680.

Farmer's Market at Fairgrounds

and enjoy these

Quality Inn
Econo
:Lodge
Rodeway Inn
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Drop boxes being placed for
donations for special needs
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New Beginnings Jail/Prison Support Group will meet Saturday at 6:30 p.m. for a potluck meal and fellowship at Westside Baptist Church. The public is invited. For a ride call Ron
and Linda Wright at 753-0156.

Horticulture event Saturday
Murray State University Horticulture will sale mums and
intenor plants on Saturday front 8 a.m. to 1 p.m. at the Pullen
farm greenhouse. For information call Erin Cathcart at 767(1467.

CCHS team plans fundraiser
Calloway County Football Team will have a car wash Saturday. starting at 10 a.m. at Captain D's All donations will be
appreciated.

Heart Walk team plans event
Heart Walk Team of Heritage Bank will have a bake sale
on Fnday from 9 a.m. to 6 p.ro.

CC-ASP meeting Friday
Calloway County Alliance for Substance Abuse Prevention
will meet Friday at 1 p.m. at the Calloway County Public
Library.. E-mail dotue.kraemerkrrcalloway.kyschools.us for more
information.

Phebian class plans brunch
Phebian Sunday School Class of First Baptist Church will
have a brunch on Saturday at 9:30 a.m. at The Garden Gate

CPR/FA class will be offered
A Community CPR/FA eta:is will be offered Saturday from
9 a.m. to 4 p.m in the second floor conference room of the
Vv'eaks Community Center. 607 Poplar St.. Murray. To register
for the class call the Red Cross office at 753-1421.

CCHS Class of 1983 plans reunion
Calloway County High School Class of 1983 will have its
25-year reunion on Saturday from 6 to II p.m. at the Murray
Banquet Center. The cost will be $25 per person. Appetizers
will be served and a live band will provide the music. Members do not have to have reservations and may pay at the
door. For information contact '3onna Coles Ferguson at 2934638 or Dawn Hutchens Burkeen at 293-5492.

Photography classes Friday
Digital Photography 101 classes will be taught Friday from
9:30 to II a.m. and 6:30 to 8 p.m. at the Calloway County
Extension Office. 310 S. Fourth St.. Murray. Digital Photography 102 will meet Friday. Sept. 26, at the same times. It is
classnot necessary to have taken 101 before taking 102.
es are free and open to the public. To register call 753-1452.
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DIRECTORY OF CHURCHES
HARVEST LAND
MINISTRIES INTERNATIONAL
Saturday Celebration Service 7 p in
Wednesday Spiritual Training 7 p m
pm
Wed Praise Worship & Altar

Aavamsts

LONE OAR PRENITITVE
200 p.m
lit Sunday
2.00 p m
3rd Sunday
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
10.50 a.m
Morning Worship
660 p.m
Evening Worship

ST. MARE'S ANGLICAN CHURCH
I 21 4 M•yfield Histovsy, Benton. KY 42025
270 5't7 11002
10 00 a.m
Service
Fear
Seraces Cantle the Rector 2524389

MOUNT HOREB FREEIFILL LAPTIST
9 30 a m
Sunday School
1100 am
Worship
NEW WT. CARMEL MISSIONARY
1160 a.m
Morning Warship
6.00 p m
Evening Worship

SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sat 900 a in
Worship
Sat 10 15• m
Sabbath School

114111141111C
APOSTOLIC HOME FELLOWSHIP
10.00•in
Sunday
6.45 p in
Tuesday
6 46 p m
Thursday

NOIRTH1RDE
10-00 am
Morning Worship
13-00 pm
Evening Worship

111111121111.11111 OF OM

NEW PROVIDENCE
1000 a.m
Sunday School
II am & 6pin
Worship

HOPE HARBOR CHURCH
Sunday Morning Worship 10:30•in
Sunday Evening Worship 6,00 p in
7.00 p m
Wednesday Bible Study

OAK GROVE
10•in
Sunday School
Ilam & 7 pm
Worship
OWEN8 CHAPEL
10.00•in
Sunday School
11.00a m
Preaching
5 90 p.m
Prayer Service
6-00 p in
Church

MAPTIST
BLOOD RIVER
11 (IC am
Morning Worship
6 00 p in
Evening Worship
CHERRY CORNER
10• m
Sunday School
11 a.m & 6 p m
Worship

POPLAR SPRING
10 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship 845 a.m. & 11 a.m. & 6 p.m
SALEM BAPTIST
9,30 a.m
Sunday School
10.30 •.m & 6 pm
Worship
7.03 pin
Wed Night Bible Stud;

COLD WATER BAPTIST CHURCH
945 a in
Sunday School
11 00 am
Morning SerVILVII
600 p m
Evening Service.

scorn;

DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
6 30 p in
Wednesday Service
1900.in
Sunday School
00 a m
11
Worship Service
600 p
Sunday Night

GROVE
9,45 a.in
Sunday School
10.45 a.m.
Worth* Service
6.00 p.m
Evening Worship
Wednesday Prayer Meeting 7,00 pin.
Prayer & Fasting for Spiritual
Sat 6 p m -10 pm
Awakening

ELM GROVE BAPTIST
9.00 a in
Sunday School
10.00 a m & 6,00 p
Worship
5.00 p in
Discipleship Training

SINKING SPRING
10 a m
Sunday School
8.6 pm
Worship
7 p.m.
Wednesday

EMMANIJEL MISSIONARY
10.i.X1• m
Sunday School
11 .00• m
Morning Worship
600 p m.
Afternoon Worship
Wed Bible Study & Youth 7 00 p m

SOUTH MARSHALL
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 am 6.30 p.m.
Worship
7 p.m
Wednesday
SPRING CREEK
9.00•m
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship Services
6 p.m
Diociplestup Training

FAITH BAPTIST
11.00•in
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m
Evening Worship
RAFIIEFT
SPRINGS
FERGUSON
10-00 a ni
Sunda School
11 -00 a m & 6-00 p m.
Worship
700 p.in
Wednesday
FIRST BAPTIST
9-45 s m
Sunday Schrol
Worship 630& 10:56 am. & 6 p m
FLINT BAPTIST
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
11.00• m
Morning Worship
6:45 p.m
Evening Worship
GREATER HOPE MISSIONARY
9:30 am.
Sunday School
10-45 a.m
Worship
GRACE BAPTIST
9:30 a.m
Sunday School
10.45 a.m. & 6 p.m
Warship
EASTWOOD BAPTIST CHURCH
10 a.m
Sunday School
11 a.m & 5 p.m.
Morning Wondup
7 p.m.
Wednesday
HARDEN BAPTIST
8 00. 9 15 & 1030•m
Worship
Sun. School, 600.915 & 10:30 a.m.
6.00 p in
Evening Worship
7 p in
Wednesday Worship
HAZEL BAPTIST
9:30•in
Sunday School
10-30 a m Si 6.30 p m.
Worship
5,30 p.m
Church Training
700 p in
Wednesday Worship

ST. JOHN
Sunday School
Morning Worship

9.30 a in
11 a.m.

SUGAR CREEK
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worships
7 p.m.
Wednesday
WEST FORE
1160 a.m.
Morning Worship
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening
6:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening

sArrisT CHURCH

WESTSIDE
Sunday School
Worship
Wednesday

930 a.m.
10 30 a m. & 6 p.m.
7 p.m.

BETHANY BAPTIST CHURCH
10 a.m.
Sund.ay School
11 a m & 6 p.m
Worship
7 p.m
Wednesday
VICTORY BAPTIST CHURCH
10 am.
Sunday School
11 a m. & 6 p.m
Worship
7 p.m
Wednesday

tannin
ST. HENRY CATHOLIC CHURCH
400 p
Saturday Masi
10.30 a.m
Sunday Mass
ST. LEO CATHOLIC CHURCH
6.00 p in
Saturday Mass
8 a m & 11 a m
Sunday Masses

HILLTOP BAPTIST
1060 a m
Sunday School
Worship Sarni.* 11,00 a.m. & p.m
7:00 pm
Wednesday
EMMET BAPTIST
1100 • in
Morning Worship
5 30.7 30 p m
Asians
S 45 p in
Training Union
6 30 p m
Evening Worship
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY BAPTIST
10-00• m
Sunday Lkhool
11 am &600pm
Preaching
7,00 p.m
Wednesday Night
LIGHTHOUSE BAPTIST CHURCH
10:00 am
Sunday School
11 am & 6 pm
Worship
7.00 p.m
Wednesday Worship
LOCUST GROVE
1060 a m
Sunday School
11 a m &6pm
Morning Worship
7,00 p.m
Wednesday Worship

=WWI
AUIP3RA CHRISTIAN
11 am &6pm
Worship
10 a.m.
Bible Study Sunday
7 p.m.
Bible Study Wednesday
FIRST CHRISTIAN
WOO cm
Sunday School
1015• m
Worship Sery,e
MURRAY CHRISTIAN FEL1.0118111P
9:30 a.m.
Bible School
10:30 a.m
Worship
6-00 p m
Evening Service

C11111111111ICE=IMIXS
10,30•

in
Sunday School
Reading Room Every Wed. 12-3 p.m.
7,30 p.m_
2nd Wednesday

CIIINICII

temarrayiedger.

OEM

ALMS)CHURCH OF CHRIST
9-00 a in
Bible School
950. in
Morning Worship
6-00 pm
Evening Worship

The Spirit of Joy

MASONS CHAPEL UNTIED
10 00• m
Sunday School
11.00•ro
Morning Worship
Wednesday Youth Service 6.30 p.m

SWUM FULL GOSPEL ASSEMBLY
7 (Sc p in
Thursday Night
1000•in
Sunday Morning
p ni
700
Sunday Evening

God wants His people to be
"people of joy," filled with the
spirit of happiness and pleased to
be called His children. The dictionary defines joy as gladness,
delight, a state of happiness; it
also describes being filled with
joy as "joyful." Although this is
what our Heavenly Father wants
for His family, we know that in
this world there are many unpleasant things that can
distract us from always being joyful. Everyone
encounters difficulties in life, and no one is exempt
from the problems of the world. Therefore, our closeness with God is vital to living a joyful life, and like
any good relationship, it needs love and nurturing.
Building our relationship with God on a daily basis
will make our joy more complete and help us to face
the problems in our lives. In the Bible, St. Paul tells us
that he was satisfied and content with whatever state
he was in and that he had the strength to face all conditions by the power that Christ gave him
(Philippians 4:11-13). Regularly attending services at
our place of worship, praying and reading the scriptures, will help make us better children of God and
will draw us closer to His abundant love and joy.

PALESTINE UNITED
10:00 a in
Sunday School
11 00 a m
Worship

UNII7If OF FAITH FELLOWSHIP
(pm
Sunday
7pm
Wednesday

RUSSELL CHAPEL UNTIED
930 a m
Worship
11 00•m
Sunda!, School

CHURCH OF THE LIVING GOD
9 30 a m
Bible School
1130 am & 7 pm
Worship
7pm
Wed Bible Study
7pm
Fnday Worship

SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
9 45 am
Sunday School
10 45 a.m
Morning Worsh,p

HARMONY MENNONITE CHURCH
I .on Grove
9
10.00 a in
Sunday School
10.45• m
Worship
7 30 p m
Evening Service

TEMPLE HILL UNITED
9 00 am
Sunday School
1000am
Preaching

HIGHER PRAISE
WORSHIP CENTER
Praise sod Worship 10 30 a m di 6 p m
p ITI
Wedneedo Family Training

WAIVES CHAPEL ARE CHURCH
10 00• m
Sunday School
11 00• m
Morning Sernce

NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
1030am
Sunda ye
700pm
Wednesdays
MURRAY RESTORATION
BRANCH OF JESUS CHRIST
10.00 ant
Morning Worship
10-15•in
Sunday School
11:00• m
Worship
SADDLE CREEK CHURCH
1160 a.m.
Sunday Morning
6,30 p.m.
Wednesday Evening

MIMS 111111112111131
nalovAkrs wrnvEss
9.30 a m
10.30 a in

Public Talk
Watchtower Study

LITMAN

May all who come to you be glad and joyful.

DEMANUEL LUTHERAN
900 a in
Bible Study
10-30 n.m
Worship

Good News Bible Psalm 70:4

IIITI111111311
COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
9130 a.m
Sunday School
10:15 am
Morning Worship
6:00 p m
Evening Worship
7,00 rem
Wed Bible Study
DEXTER
9:30 am
Sunday School
10 30 a m. & 6,00 p.m
Worship
7,00 p.m
Wednesday
FRIENDSHIP
10 a.m
Bible Study
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
7 pin
Wednesday Worship

SECOND STREET
10.45 a.in
Morning Worship
6.00 p in
Evening Worship
GLENDALE ROAD CHURCH OF
5 am . 9 a.m. & 6 p.m
Worship
10.15 a.m
Bible Study
7 p.m
Wed Bible Study

GREEN PLAIN
10-00 a.m.
Bible Study
10:45 am
Morning Severe
6.00 p.m.
Evening Worship
7 00 p in
Wednesday Worship
HAZEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
9-00• m
Bible Study
9.50 a in
Morning Worship
6 00 p.m
Evening Worship
7.00 pm
Mid-Week Worship
HICKORY GROVE CHURCH OF CHEER
9.00•in
Sunday Bible Clam
1000 a.m
Morning Worship
7.00 p.m
Wednesday Night
KIRKSEY CHURCH OF CHRIST
1000 a.m
Sunday School
10.50 a in
Morning Worship
7-00 pm
Evening Worship
I Sunday & Wednesdays
MT. OLIVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
10:00 a.ni
Sunday School
11-00 s.rn
Morning Worship
6-00 pm
Evening Worship

awn

UNION GROVE
10,50 am
Morning Worship
600 p m.
Evening Worship
UNIVERSITY
900 am
Bible Classes
1000 am. & 5,00 pm
Worship

worr MURRAY
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

10.50 a.in
6,00 p.in

WILLIAMS CHAPEL
900 a.m
Morning
6:00 p.m.
Evening
700 p.m.
Wednesday

MIMIIF ESN 61111117
LIFFII NIT SAM
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
10-00 am
Sonde. Priesthood
II 10 a m
Sunda Schooi
12 10pm
Sacrament Meeting
DitiCePale
ST. JOHNS EPISCOPAL
10-31' a m
Worship
9.0.0 5 m
Sunday School
Theeday

11111DEPILMINCIrt

NEW CONCORD
9-50 a m. & 6 p m
Worship
9a m
Bible Clauses
7 p.m.
Wednesday

CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
10,30 am
Worelup Sunday
Children) Sunday School 11,00 a in

NEW PROVIDENCE
9-00 a.m.
Bible Study
1000 •rn & 600pm.
Worship
7 00 p rn
Wed Bible Study

FREEDOM HOUSE
10.00 a in
Sunday School
11 00 a m
Worship

PLEASANT VALLEY
10 45 a rn
Morning Worship
6 00 p in
Evening Worship

BETHEL UNITED
9.30• m
Morning Worship
10,30 a in
Sunday School
6,00 p.m
2nd & 4th Sun Melt
BROOK'S CHAPEL
Sunday School
Morning Worship
1st & 3rd Sun Night

uNrran
10-00 a no
11.00• m
6.00 p m

COLDWATER
1900 a in
Sunday School
11 00 a m
Worship
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
8 50 a m
Worship Service
9.50 am
Sunday School
DEXTER-HARDIN
Contemporaey Service
Bible Study
Rer ilar Worship
FIRST UNITED
Worship
Sunday School

oral=
900 a m
10.00 a m
11 00 a in

burraotorr

1111ZAREII
MURRAY CHURCH
9,45 a.m.
Sunday School
10.45 am
Morning Worship
6,00 p.m.
Evening Worship
6.30 p.m
Wednesday Worship

PCNTICCIIIITAL
BETHEL FELLOWSHIP
CHURCH OF GOD
10 00 a m
Sunday School
11 00 a in & 6 00 p m
Church
700 p in
Wednesday
BETHEL APOSTOUC
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
10.00 a m
Sunday School
11.00 a.m
Worship Service
5.00 p.m
Sunday Night
7.00 p.m
Wednesday Night
CALVARY TEMPLE
10.00 a m
Sunday School
11 00 a m & 6.30 p m
Worship
Wed Evening & `moth Service ;00 pm
DEXTER PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
10-00 a.m
Sunday School
11 am & 6 pm
Worship
MURRAY FIRST UPC
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
11.00 a.m.
Worship
700 p.m
Wednesday Worship
FAITH TABERNACLE
10.00 am
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Worship
JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
6:00 p.m.
Saturday Evening
1030 a.m. & p.m.
Worship
MURRAY FIRST UNITED
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
10 sin
Sunday School & Worship
6 p in
Evening Warship
p in
Wednesday
NEW CONCORD
10 a.m
Sunday Worship & Service
p m & Wed 7 p.m
Worship Sun
TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
10-00 a.m
Sunday School
10:50am & 6pin
Worship
7 p.m
Worship
Wednesday

845& Ilam
9.50 a m

GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
10.00 a in
Sunday School
11 00• m
Worship Service
GOSHEN METHODIST
9:00 a in
Morning Worship
1000 a.in
Sunday School
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
11,00 am
Sunday School
9,45 a.m
Morning Worship
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
10-00 a.m
Sunday School
1100 a.m
Mom.rog Worship
KIRESEY UNITED
1000 am
Sunday School
11 00 am
Morning Worship
LYNN GROVE
900 a.m
Sunday School
9-30 a in
Morning Worship

MURRAY FAMILY CHURCH
10-00• m
Worship
Wednesday - Home Groups 600 p.m

MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
WOO a.m
Worship Service
10 30 a.m
Sunday Scholl

UN/TED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
1000 am
Sunday School
11 00-730 p.m
Worship Service

P11113111,11411A91
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
930 a m.
Sunday School
10:45 am.
Worship
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
10-00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 am
Worship Service
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
1000 am
Sunday School
11.00am
Worship
OAK GROVE CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
10700 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 6 p.m
Worship Service
UNITY CUMBERLAND
10-00 a.m
Sunday School
11 00 a m. & 6 30 p.m
Worship

Attend The Church Service Of Your Choice
.‘,/".•‘•itt
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Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury

I can do all things through

Christ who strengthens me.
-- Phil. 4:13

701 Main St. • Murray • 753-5273

Honor your father & your mother,
so that you may live long in the
land the Lord your God is giving
you.
- Exo. 20:12
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The word is nigh thee, even in thy
mouth and in thy heart: that is, the
word offaith, which we preach.
-Romans 10:8
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I have fought the good fight, I
have finished the race, 1 have
kept the faith.
- 2 Tmothy 4:7
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so

unto my cry, give ear
prayer, that goeth not out of
feigned lips.
- Psalm 17:1

PURCHASE AREA
PHYSICAL THERAPY
Professional Care with a Personal Touch

I

209 S. 6th St.• Murray, KY •(270)759-95N

And ifIgo and prepare a place for
you, 1 will come back and take you
to be with me that you also may be
where I am.
- John 14:3
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Greater Hope Baptist plans
Youth Day service Sunday
Greater Hope Baptist Church Youth Day
will be Sunday with Res. Roger Croney. associate minister of Cedar Grove Baptist Church.
Hopkinsville. as guest speakei at the II a.m.
service.
The guest speaker at the 3 p.m service
will be Rev. Corey Brodie, also an associate
minister of Cedar Grove Church where Rev.
Norris Mills is the pastor
The day will include youth in charge with
special music by the Greater Hope youth choir
for the II a.m. service. Litergical Dancers giving God the Glory, morning and afternoon,
motivational speakers and a tent city lunch
will be served when the afternoon guest arrives.
Casual dress will be for this special service.

Coldwater and Lynn Grove
churches plan revival

Oak Grove Baptist Church. 5525 Jones Mill
Crossland Rd.. Puryear, Tenn., will host a concert featuring the group. For Heaven's Sake.
and Mitchell Jon on Sunday at 6:30 p.m.
A time of fellowship will follow the concert. The public is invited.'
For more information call 731-498-8910 or
270-435-4306.

Palestine Methodists
schedule revival services
Palestine United Methodist Church will have
revival services starting Sunday and continuing through Tuesday.
Bro. Joe Thorn will be the speaker for the
services at 7 p.m. at each service.
A fellowship meal will be served Sunday
at 5:30 p.m. The public is invited.

Blood River Baptist
revival to start Monday
Blood River Baptist Church will have revival
services starting Monday and continuing through
Wednesday.
Bro. Joe Pat Winchester, pastor of Hilltop
Baptist Church, will be the speaker for the
services at 7 p.m. each evening.
Youth Night will be at the Wednesday service..
The church is located five miles from New
Concord on Ky. Hwy. 444. Bro. Hal Barrow.
pastor, invites the public to attend.

New Mt. Carmel Baptist
Church plans homecoming
New Mt. Carmel Baptist church will have
its annual homecoming on Sunday. Sept. 28.
The church is located five miles south of
New Concord on Ky. Hwy. 121 South.
Bro. Seven Harris. pastor, will speak at the
II a.m, worship service. Sunday School will
be at 10 a.m.
A gospel singing featuring The Liberty Boys
of Marshall County will follow the noon meal.

1/•/7

9

have
churches
Various
released information concerning their worship services for
the coming weekend as follows:
Memorial Baptist: Bro.
Martin Se'.ems. pastor. will
In our
speak at the 8:30 and 10:50
a.m. worship services. Bro. Jeff
Prater is minister of music
The public is invited.
with Misty Williams and Kathy
Thweatt as accompanists. Bro.
Prater will sing at the 8:30
service and the choir will sing
at the 10:50 service. Audrey
and Heather Ferguson will give
Coldwater and Lynn Grove United Methodist
a Mission report at the 6 p.m.
Churches will have revival services each Sunday in September at the Lynn Grove Church, worship service. Assisting will
be Ron James. Sunday School
located just north of Lynn Grove.
report Mike Daniel. deacon of
The service will begin at 7 p.m after a
the week, and Tim Williams,
meal is served at 6 p.m.
deacon yokefellow. Sunday
Youth Night with Ron Beaton as speaker
School will be at 9:40 a.m.
will be Sunday: Robert Jetton. pastor of South
Goshen United Methodist:
Pleasant Grove UMC. will speak on Sunday.
Rev. Mark Earheart, pastor.
Sept. 28.
will speak at the 9 a.m. worBro. Tim Palmer. pastor. and the churches
ship service with Tom Villaflor
invite the public to attend these services.
as his assistant. Jesse Lewis
and Becky Miller will serve
as greeters and Elizabeth and
Nicholas Brunn as acolytes.
church will be directChildren's
"Men's Fraternity - The Quest for Authened by Tina Sexton. April Arnold
tic Manhood" will be the subject for the 24will direct the choir as the
session to start Tuesday. Oct. 7. from 5 30 to
sing "Come Unto Me- with
Main
906
Church,
Baptist
Memorial
at
7 a.m.
Pat Brunn, Renee Doyle and
St., Murray.
Halkias as accompanists.
Carla
The study will focus on the primary issues
Sunday School will be at 10:15
that shape a man's life: explores in depth the
a.m. with Tim Chaney as superbiblical concept of manhood: and finally prointendent. The disciple Bible
to
man
any
for
blocks
vides practical building
Study and the Goshen-Kirksey
use to construct for himself a nobler, more
youth will meet at Kirksey Unitsatisfying manhood.
ed Methodist Church at 6 p.m.
All men are invited to attend this special
First Presbyterian: Rev.
study. For more information call Martin SevDavid Montgomery co-pastor,
erns at 7353-3182.
will have a reflection of -rhe
Life of Singing" with scripture from Ephesians 5:15-20
at the 10:45 a.m, worship service. The Hebrew scripture will
•
be Isaiah 30:29-32. Todd E.
Hill is music director with Lee
Forty years ago on Sept. 22. 1968. the first
Kern as pianist. Assisting will
worship service was held at Good Shepherd
be Ann Stanley. liturgist. Sid
United Methodist Church. 84 Cherry Corner
Rd.. Murray.
The members from New Hope Methodist
Church. Ky. Hwy. 121 South. and Sulphur
Springs Methodist Church, located in New
Concord, voted to unite their congregations in
Question: Since the
1967. Rev. Johnson Easley was the first pas- Jews of the Old Testament
tor at Good Shepherd Church and was instruwere commanded not to
mental in uniting these two churches.
intermarry with people of
those
of
anniversary
40th
the
celebrate
To
other nations, does this
first services friends and relatives are invited
mean Jesus would disapto attend the homecoming celebration on Sun- prove of inter-racial marday with Sunday School at 10 a.m., worship riages?
service at II a.m., and catered lunch at 12:30
Answer: Vslien the Lord
p.m. There will be photos and videos to view
God
before and during the lunch period.
brought his
This will be a great opportunity to renew
people out
old friendships and to create some new ones.
of slavery
memfavorite
your
share
to
invited
Persons are
in Egypt
ory or story and maybe share some pictures.
and into
the land he
had promised to
their
he
What Would fathers,
wanted to
Jesus Do? keep them
By Richard
from the
Youngblood, evil pracMinister of
tices of the
University
idolatry
Church of
they had
Christ
witnesse
in Egypt
and among the nations that
had been in the land before
them. Not only were these
idols false gods, but the
worship of these gods led
people into many detestable

CHURCHES

Gospel concert planned at
Oak Grove Baptist Church

ChurchBulletins

Special mission study will
be at Memorial Church

Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church plans
anniversary event

and Jo Martin, Dawn Gaskin
and RoSernaly Moore. ushers.
A new member. David Pizzo
will be received as new member an honored at a reception
following the service. Sunday
School will be at 9:30 a.m.
and Korean Worship at 4 p.m.
Glendale Road Church of
Christ: Alan Martin will speak
about "How Much Are You
Worth'?" with scripture from
Luke 15:1-10 at the 9 a.m.
worship service and Brock Simmons. Aaron Armstrong. Taylor Grady. George Garner. Zach
Underhill and Charlie Rogers
will speak about "Mexico Mission" at the 6 p.m. worship service. Also assisting will be Todd
Walker, associate minister and
song leader. Gary Evans,
involvement minister, Nick
Hutchens. youth minister, John
Miller, Joe Phillips. Tommy
Phillips. Joe Thornton, Corey
Underhill. Raymond Grady,
Hayden Rogers, Stacey Underhill, Roman Kelly, Ryan Kelly
and Steve Simmons. A short
worship service will be at 5
a.m. and Bible classes at 10:15
a.m.

Westside Baptist: Rev.
Glynn M. Orr, pastor, will speak
about -The Cross: The Power
of God Unto Salvation" with
scripture from I Corinthians
1:18-24 at the 10:30 a.m. worship service and about "The
Fruitful Christian & the Word
of God" with scripture from
Matthew 13:1-23 at the 6 p.m.
worship service. Tommy Scott
is music director. The choir
will sing "The Wondrous Cross"
and Robin Dawson and William
Filter will present special music
at the morning hour and Lance
Turner and Dorothy Rogers
will present special music at
the evening hour. Assisting will
be Steve Smith and Ron Hubbard Sr., deacons of the week.

Sunday School w Al be at 9:30
a.m. Shelly Harris is minister
to preschool and children.
of
Church
University
Christ: Richard Youngblood,
minister, will speak about "Faith
in Christ: Choice or Conviction" with scripture from John
14:1-6 at the 10 a.m. worship
service and Terry Smith. shepherding-elder, will speak about
"Preparing for Life's Storms"
with scnpture from 1 Thessalonians 5:12-22 at the 5 p.m.
worship service. Danny Claiborne will be worship leader
and Roy Hawkins is youth
director. Also assisting will be
Sherrill Gargus, Eugene Bustle and Seth Grogan. Bible
classes will be at 9 a.m.
First United Methodist;
Rev. Richard Smith, pastor, will
speak about "Discovering A
Life of Joy" with scripture
from Psalm 16:11; 28:7 and
Philippians 4:4, 11-13 at the
Early Light service at 8:45
a.m. and at the traditional wor,
ship service at 11 a.m. Dr.
Pam Wurgler is music director and pianist and Joan Bowker is organist. The choir will
sing "I Sing the Mighty Power
of God" at the second sert2
ice.. Acolytes will be Alexandra Page and Ncole McGee with
Danette Page as acolyte parent. Kristen Shepard will give
the children's message at both
services. Also assisting at the
services will be the Praise
Team,Holly Bloodworth, Will
Blackford. Carol McCoy, Gary.
Vacca and Paula Hulick.
John
Christian:
First
Fuqua, guest speaker, will speak
about -God Give Us His All7!
with scripture from Matthew
7:7-11 at the 10:15 a.m. worship service. Mark Dycus is
choir director with Donnie Hendrix, organist. Judith Hill.

From Page 9A

A Biblical look at inter-racial marriage

A celebration of Christmas
with Michael W. Smith and a
67 Piece Symphony Orchestra

practices like prostitution and
child sacrifices. Therefore.
the Lord commanded: "Do
not intermarry with them. .
. for they will turn your
sons away from following
me to serve other gods"
(Deuteronomy 7:3-4).
But, when God's people
remained faithful to him, he
did not show his disapproval
of marrying someone of
another nation or race. For
example, God spoke his law
about intermarriage through
Moses. but Moses was not
made to separate from the
Cushite woman he had marned (Numbers 12:1). Also.
the book of Ruth tells us
about a family from Judah
that went to live in the land
of Moab because of a
famine in Judah. Although
the Moabites were one of
the specific nations with
whom intermarriage was forbidden, the two sons took
Moabite wives (Ruth 1:1-4).
Ruth, one of those Moabite
women, is named in the
New Testament in the ancestry of Jesus Christ along
with Rahab, another foreign
woman (Matthew 1:5).

These women had left their.
false gods to worship and
serve the Lord God. Evidently, the law forbidding
marriage to other nations
was not given to forbid
interracial marnage, but to
keep the Lord's people from
following foreign gods.
That the Lord's concern
was about spiritual matters
and not merely interracial
marriage is further illustrated
by the life of King
Solomon. We are told that
Solomon "loved many foreign woman" from nations
about whom the lass, of God
said, "You must not intermarry with them, because
they will surely turn your
hearts after their gods" (1
Kings 11:1-2). Because
Solomon ignored God's
warning, his wives did turn
his heart after their gods and
he was not fully devoted to
the Lord his God. He built
a "high place for Chemosh,
the detestable god of Moab,
and for Molech, the
detestable god of the
Ammonites. He did the
same for all his foreign

From Page 9A
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Bible Study
Morning Worship
Fellowship Meal
Afternoon Worship

9:00 AM.
10:00 a.m.
11.15
1245 p.m.
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7:00PM SHOWTIME
TICKETS Al TICKETMASTER COM
CHARGE It PHONE 877-949-4474 OR 170-809-3000
TICAETS ALSO AMIABLE AT TICHETWASTER
OUTLETS Alf0 THE MSU 1101 OFFICE
GPODPS Or 10 01 MORE GUMMY TOO A DtSCOUNT ON SELECT SEATS
CALL 866-696-9019 Fat DETAILS
ADDITIONAL rEES CHARGES MAY AFIIIY
SUPPORTED IV THE kW GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION

ticketmaster

It will be a day filled with heartfelt worship,
wonderful fellowship, and great food
all done in the name ofour LORD!
121 Artesian Drive • P.O. Box 319 • New Concord, KY 42076
Phone: 270-436-5635 • E-mail: nochewk.net
Please be our honored guest for this special day!!! r-F
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HS runner plays Good Samaritan
role, helps fallen rival in race
• MONTGOMERY. Ala.(AP)
Catholic senior Tom Visco
recently encountered an unextected challenge.
The cross-country runner
was competing in the Chickoraw Trails Invitational when
he rounded a corner and was
stunned. Lying in the middle
the trail, balled up in pain,
was a runner from another team.
As other runners ran past
the fallen competitor or jumped
over his thrashing body. Visco
tirade a different decision.
Knowing it would cost him
rime in the race, Visco stopped
and carried the runner off to
the side of the course.
'What he did was great,'
Catholic coach John Tenno said.
'lie had the courage to put
his personal performance aside.
Has was an extension of the
kind of values Tom has been
brought up with.'
Visco said there was no
decision to make.
'As soon as I saw him, 1
to stop and help him,' Visco
Sid. "I had just passed the
two-mile mark and I was cornout of the woods. and I
siw him lying across the course.
Kids were running around him
and one jumped over him. He
was screaming so loud, it was
gat-wrenching."
Visco stopped beside the
downed runner and tried to
find out what was wrong.
,., 'He couldn't talk because
he was in so much pain," Visco
sgid. 'He was balled up and
(indicating) his (lower leg) was
hurt."
The exact injury was not
Itpown, but Visco and Terino
believe it was an Achilles injury.
Iwo made attempts to check
eiti the runner later, but was
tifiable to find out about his
&edition.
After carrying the runner to
the side, and with no adults
in. sight. Visco shouted for
hdlp.
"In eight years of running
tack and cross-country in high
school and college. I never
saw anything like that," Tenno said. "I've never seen a
runner so hurt that he could
not get off the track."

Visco did what he could
until help finally began to
arrive. Then he returned to his
race.

Because of the delay. Visco
cost himself an estimated 90
seconds on his final time of
21:49.05. The delay likely
dropped the second-year runner from a finish in the high
60s or low 70s to 128th out
of 239 runners. The Knights
finished 15th out of 27 teams.
Visco has no doubts that
he made the right decision.
"If someone is in that bad
a condition. you've got to help
them," Visco said. 'That goes
beyond sportsmanship and athletics.'
His coach feels the same
way.
It did not have a negative
'
effect on the team,' Terino
said. 'Our (second-year boys)
team ran better than last year.
(Even with him stopping). Tom
ran as well as he did last year.
This is the kind of situa'
tion when you learn about
yourself. It's not something you
could prepare for. Tom showed
his character when he made
the decision to put helping
another runner in front of his
performance.'

•WWJD
From Page 8A
wives, who burned incense
and offered sacrifices to
their gods" (1 Kings 11:7-8;
cf. Nehemiah 13:23-27),
From the above, I believe
we can conclude that Jesus
would not disapprove of an
interracial marriage. Instead,
he would be greatly concerned about any marriage
that might lead a Christian
away from faith in him. In
fact, the New Testament
does warn: "Do not be
yoked together with unbelievers. . . . what fellowship
can light have with darkness? . . . What does a
believer have in common
with an unbeliever' (2
Corinthians 6:14-15). This
scripture is talking about
more than the marriage relationship although marriage
would be included in this
pcinciple. This admonition
does not mean that a marriage between a believer and
unbeliever is sinful in itself
because a believer who is
married to an unbeliever
instructed to remain married
if the unbeliever is willing
11 Corinthians 7:12).
No, Jesus would not di sove of an interracial
iage. He would be
rrtuch more concerned about
tiny marriage—either of the
!same or of a different
pee—that places faith in
film at risk. The more differences which exist between
r couple—cultural. racial,
feligious, educational or ecoromic background—the
reater the challenges will
to maintaining a lasting
!marriage. Jesus wants us to
build marriages and homes
hat can help us learn to
rust in him and live with
him now and forever. An
interracial marriage between
people of common faith in
Pesus has a better chance of
ccomplishing that goal than
peoIa marriage between two
le of the same race without
p common faith in Jesus.
•
•
: Send questions or comments to University Church
,of Christ. 801 N. 12th. Murtray, KY 42071 or phone
ta0-753-1881. This article
ka. reproduced on the web
.siww_ .nchrist.org

AP

Monastery Hundreds of
RUSSIAN HARVARD BELLS: A Russian Orthodox clergyman rings bells in Moscow's Danilovsky
the ceremony to bless
for
Church,
Orthodox
Russian
the
believers flocked to the Danilovsky Monastery, home to the head of
they had been resyears
78
monastery,
Moscow
the
to
returned
were
and
Harvard
at
decades
for
17 bronze bells that hung
known as the Everyday Bell, was
cued from Stalin's religious purges by a U.S. industrialist. First of a set of 18 bells, officially
returned a year ago.

III Church bulletins ...
From Page 8A
and Julie Warner,
pianist,
instrumentalist. Assisting will
be Chuck Jones, worship leader,
Don Chamberlain and Mike
Ridley, elders, and Billie Burton. Melanie Dawson, Carmen
Garland, David Robinson,
Chuck Jones and Mitzi Parker. diaconate.
Mason's Chapel United
Methodist: A representative of
The Gideons will speak at the
II a.m. worship service. The
choir will sing "Change My
Heart0God" with Karen Coles
and Sharon Myatt, accompanists. Frank Coles will be worship leader and Larry Chrisman and Johnny Underwood
will be ushers. Sunday School
will be at 10 a.m.
Hazel United Methodist: A
representative of The Gideons
will speak at the 9:45 a.m.
worship service. Children's
Church will be by Johnna
Nance. Toni Jones is accompanist. J.W. Jones is worship

leader and adult teacher. Sunday School will follow the
morning worship service.
Grace Baptist: Bro. Sammy
Cunningham, pastor, will speak
at the 10:45 a.m. and 6 p.m.
worship services. Henry Nance
is music director with Sherry
Fortner. Oneida White and
Kathy Garrison as accompanists. Stephanie Roberts will
sing a solo at the morning
hour and Teddy Futrell at the
evening hour. Eddie Morris
will give the children's sermon. Micah Sugg is youth
director. Assisting will be Walter Bell, Jason McCuiston,
Brian McCuiston and Paul Winchester, ushers. Sunday School
will be 9:30 a.m.
North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian:
Rev. Charles Westfall, pastor.
will speak about "Christian Triumph" with scripture from
Philippians 1:21-30 at the II
a.m. worship service. Camme
Cain will be song leader with

Margaret Boyd as pianist. Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.
Poplar Spring Baptist: Pastor Dennis Norvell will speak
about "The Messengers and
their Mission- with scripture
from Matthew 10:1-42 at the
8:45 and II a.m. worship services and about "Mine Eyes Have
Seen the Glory" with scripture
from Exodus 33:1-23 at the 6
p.m. worship service. Dee and
Kathy Lipford will lead the worship with Hazel 'Brandon.
Susan Reynolds, Dec Lipford
and Carol Kelly as accompanists. Sunday School for all ages
will be at 10 a.m.
Martin's Chapel United
Methodist: Rev. Gene Burkeen.
pastor, will speak about "Life
Is Unfair" with scripture from
Matthew 20:1-16 at the 9 a.m.
worship service. Musicians will
be Ricky Cunningham and
Glenn Hill. Sunday School will
be at 10:30 a.m. Coffee Break
and discussion type Bible Study
is each ThiiNkla‘ at 10 a.m.

with a fellowship meal every
third Thursday after the study.
Good Shepherd United
Methodist: Rev. Gene Burkeen,
pastor, will speak about "A
Wonderful Homecoming" with
scripture from John 14:1-6 and
Revelation 21:1-4 at the II
a.m. worship service. Judy
Lamb will be pianist with
Denise Schuttler, choir director, leading he singing. Sunday School will b e at 10 a.m..
First Baptist: Dr. Henry
Webb, pastor. will speak about
"Prepared to Prepare the Way"
at the 8:30 and 10:55 a.m.
worship services ad also will
speak at 6 p.m. worship service. Kent Jackson is music
director with Margaret Wilkins
and Lucretia Jackson as accompanists. assisted by the Praise
Team. The sanctuary choir will
sing "Then Will the Very Rocks
Cry Out" and the Hawkins
Quartet will present special
music at the second morning
service. Josie Callahan, inter-

WTNTIMN
N.rqi rAL

135IN.nns.

October 17

t
I

On Stage October 18th

An evening with

Mr.Harlen Wheatley
Master Distiller

I
I

Dinner by
Celebrity Chef John Mangelos
with
Little Edibles Catering

Reservations Required
270.443.9932. ext. 240

cygrAI.cOopetalir n
KCMG*, Dept

lb,

atom •rr

im co- director of preschool
& children, will give the children's sermon at both services. Assisting will be Boyd
Smith, associate pastor of students. Jeff Stewart and Bert
Siebold, deacons of the week,
Dannie Harrison and Dr. Duane
Bolin. Sunday School will be
at 9:45 a.m. and a contemporary praise and worship service for college students and
young adults will be in The
NET building at 8 p.m.
Locust Grove Baptist: Bro.
Ryker Wilson. pastor, will speak
Church
"Extreme
about
Makeover: A Graceful Family" at the II a.m. service and
about "You Can't Handle the
Truth (Part 4) at the 6 p.m.
service. Barru Tjp,as wo:: be
omc jarge pf Lods Cprmer/ (a.
Stevems wo;; somg "Here Wth
Me" at the morning hour and
Bro. Wilson will sing "There
Is A God" at the evening service. Sunday School for all ages
will be at 10 a.m.
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On Ram 1500 ST Quad Cab® 4x2

OR THESE GREAT DEALS ON OUR '08 SUMMER COLLECTION

40

off
%
MSRP

or
720

%

for

APR

\l()V111S

Dodge Ram 1500 ST Quad Cab 4x2

00 Chrysler Financial'
Bonus Cash
1
home0
v‘ hen financed through Chrysler Financial
Dodge Grand Caravan SXT

2
50

highway

MPG(4,
Cash

Dodge Caliber

5

Highway

M PG4)

Allowance
000 Cash
I5
2009 Dodge Journey SE

COME IN TODAY AND SEE WHICH STYLE FITS YOU BEST.
MCIDGE
dodge.com/midwest

..111•MATIILAe.1 VeA OSP.

v v

varies with model arid
(1)Based on MSRP less consumer cosh allowances and dealer contributions which may affect finai price. Percentage oft
APR financing for
(2)0%
by
stock
9/30/2008.
dealer
horn
retail
delivery
take
Mast
opply
restrictions
equipment. Excludes all other offers. Residency
all buyers will qualify.
72 months xr $13.89 per month per $1,000 financed for well-qualified buyers with 10% down through Chrysler Financial. Not
(5)See dealer for a copy
Excludes SRT" and diesel models (3)Financing for qualified buyers Not all buyers will qualify (4)Based on EPA estimates
vehicles
Beef
certain
and
Cab
Chassis
Rarn
Sprinter,
diesel
SRI.
of'
available
Not
ferable.
Non-Trans
details.
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of limited warranty
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DEPTH CHARTS

IN FOCUS

OFFENSE
HIST TE.,v.i
Pos.
WR
LT
LG
C
PG
PT
TE
WR
GB
RB
WR
WR
LT
LG
C
FIG
AT
TE
WR
08
RB
WR

WI
Y.
220 SO
303 Jr
301 Sr

Ht.
Player
6-5
Daniel Aid
6-3
Enc Omaha
5-11
Andrew Fogg
5-10
Quinton Hankins
6-2
Raymond Hopson
Stephen Hull
6-5
6-1
DeArigeio Nelson
6-1
Marcus Hams
6-0
Chris Franklin
Charlie Jordan
5-8
5-10
Ja-Vonta Trotter
Sli oND TEAM
6-1
DeAngeto Nelson
6-3
NathanP artain
6-2
Matt McWhoter
6-2
Rhett Brooks
6-2
Vincent Foyers
6-5
Chns Barry
Zach Knight
6-0
6-2
Patnck Robertson
6-1
Marcus Hams
5-11
Paul McKinnis
6-1
Marcus Hams

Jr.
5i Jr r

r.
5 jJFr
1132
2

Jr. .
653
275
So
23315:9
2
5 Sr

200 Sr.

DEFENSE
FIRST TEAM

Poo
DE
DT
DT
DE
LB
LB
LB
CB
SS
FS
CB
DE
DT
DT
DE
LB
LB
LB
CB
SS
FS
CO

Player
Jamal Crook
Tyler Sinclair
Danry Blakemore
Austen Lane
Tamar Butler
Nathan Williams
Zach Kutch
Lamar Hall
Will Werner
Taylor Lanigan

HarroacCaii

WI. Yr.

Ht,
6-2
6-2
6-2
6-6
5-11
6-1
6-0
5-9
5-9
6-0
6-2

SEC OND TEAM
6-2
Blake Booth
6-2
Lamar Theus
6-3
Will Roach
6-5
Johnson
Matt
5-11
Josh Marshall
6-1
Josh McWherter
5-10
Lamar Jones
5-10
John Joan-Baptiste
6-1
Aaron Kincy
6-0
Fennell
Erik
5-11
Dexter Durrante

5
0
1°
2 21 8°4051
22°°
2
225
230
2
180
20
183

S°FFrrr il.
J
jjj
Sr
So.

Sr
JFrr.
205 So
227 Jr.

Frr
274 J
"
ss r
5 Rj
70
30
04
2118
215 Fr.

185 Fr
190 Fr

SPECIAL TEAMS
FIRST TEAM

Photo courtesy of western Kentucky University
llouchens Industnes-L.T. Smith Stadium has been undergoing a two-year, $49 million renovation project since April 2006 that includes not just
irproving the existing structure, but the construction of a new side of the stadium that will house the entire WKU football program after its
dompletion. The Hilitoppers will debut its new stadium Saturday when they host Murray State in the team's first home game of the season.

Looking to Belt one out
TOPPERS, RACERS
RENEW RED BELT
RIVALRY AFTER 6YEAR HIATUS
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
If it's not one thing for Murray
state football, it seems to be another.
Week after week. the Racers have
one into football games having to
tweak part of their scheme. They will
o the same Saturday.
Head coach Matt Gnffin has been
luspended for one game by the Ohio
'(alley Conference for the not-soice things he had to say about last
Saturday's officiating in a home
tome against Illinois State.
In his absence, it's believed that
sefensive coordinator Rich Nagy

WKU was a member from 1948will call the shots from the sideline.
According to officials from the OVC 81 and then from 1999-2000 before
office, Griffin will be allowed to be leaving for the Gateway Conference.
with the team 30 minutes before the Right now. the Hilltoppers are makgame and then 30 minutes after the ing the switch from 1-AA to a
as an
bonafide FBS team
game.
All of this comes on the heels of Independent this year. Next year,
one of the most anticipated renewed they will be a part of the Sun Belt
rivalries between two of the most Conference.
The Hilltoppers have played three
decorated football schools in
games to date: An opening-season
Kentucky.
The two schools have not played loss to Indiana (31-13), then a win
each other in tackle football since over Eastern Kentucky (37- I 3)and a
WKU ousted Murray State 59-20 in loss to No. 11 Alabama (41-7) last
the first round of the then-1 AA play- week.
Hilltoppper sixth-year head coach
offs in 2002. That same season,
WKU won the national champi- David Elson is just happy to finally
be playing a home game.
onship.
"Oh, it means everything," Elson
The Hilltoppers lead the all-time
series 35-24-7 and Saturday's game said. "I don't know if we remember
at the newly designed Houchens what it's like to play at home, that's
Industries-L.T. Smith Stadium for sure. With all the new additions
(23,000) will be the 67th meeting and renovations, our guys are really
between the two former Ohio Valley looking forward to it. So are the fans.
They are working around the clock
Conference rival..

Battle For The Red Bait
Mun-ay State at Western Kentucky
When: Saturday, 6 p rn
WhItte:1-kiuchens Industries-L T Smith Field
Ripcords: MSU 11.2) WKU (1-2)
Series: WKU leads 35-24-7
In Bowling Green: WKU 19-6-6
First Meeting: WKU 7-0 Oct 24 1931 (n
Bowling Green)
Last Meeting in Bowling Green: WKU 5920 Nov 30 2000
Last NISU win: 36-31. Sept 12, 1998 in
Murray)
Series Streak: WKIJ-3(1999-present)

to get it done and I think it is safe to
say we are all looking forward to it."
Saturday's game. which is slated
for 6 p.m., also brings back the
"Battle for the Red Belt" between
the Hilltoppers and Racers. The two
teams have played for the Belt on 22
occasions since 1978, with WKU
winning the trophy 14 times (there
was once a tie).
It currently resides in the WKU
training room, where it's been for
II See RED BELT, 2B

Saving The Best
For Last

N See RYAN, 2B

h

Pos.
•
•
DS
KR
PR
•

Player
Jordan Gay
Jordan Gay
Nathan Pertain
JaVonta Trotter
Taylor Lanigan
Erik Fennell

Wt. Yr.
Ht.
JFFsrrrrro...
F
5 F
10
1190
192
2
6-3 :
6-3
6-0
5-8
175 Fr.
5 10
6-0

SECO!YD TEAM

Ht.
6-1
6-1
6-3
5-10
6-0
6-0

Wt
185
185
305
1;5
22

Yr.
Fr.
Fr.
So.
Frr.
J

190 Fr.

RACER SCHEDULE
DATE
8-28
9-6
9-13
DATE
9-20
9-27
10-4
10-11
10-18
11.1
11-8
11-15
11-22

OPPONENT
LAMBUT H
at Indiana
ILLINOIS STATE
OPPONENT
at Western Kentucky
UT MARTIN
at Austin Peay
TENNESSEE TECH
at Jacksonville State
at Eastern Illinois

SEMO
at Eastern Kentucky
TENNESSEE STATE

RESULT
W-41-17
L-45-3
L-42-23

TIME
6pm
6p m
6pm
3p m
4pm
1 30 p.m
1 30 p m
Noon
- I pm

THIS WEEK'S SLATE
THURsnAy, SEPTEPASER It
Moiehead State at Eastern Kentucky. 5 00 p.m.
Gardner-Webb at Austin Peay. 6.00 p.m
Indiana State at Eastern Illinois. 6 00 p.m.
Illinois State at Murray State. 6 00 p m
Tennessee State vs Jackson State. 6:00 p.m.(Memphie.
Tern)
Saturday, September 20
'Eastern Kentucky at Tennessee State 5 00 p m
'UT Martin at Austin Peay, 6 00 p m
Jacksonville Slate at Chattanooga, 600 p m
Missouri State at Southeast Missoun 600 p m
Tennessee Tech at Western Michigan 600 p m
Mtlf1ay State at Wester,- Kentucky 6 00 pm
Eastern 1111110,S at illtnois State 6 30 P m

OUT OF THE BARN
Number of knockdown blocks by senior
offensive lineman Greg Ryan last week at
Alabama. That is the most knockdowns by a
Topper lineman in the first three weeks of the
season. Ryan is a graduate of Calloway
County High School. where he played for the
Lakers from 2000-2004.

56
Average number of points scored by the
Hilltoppers in the last 12 home openers — all
WKli victories.

18/20

i

if

Player
Kienan Cullen
Kiennan Cullen
Trey Jurgens
Charlie Jordan
JaVonta Trotter
Chns Franklin

Thursday, September ZS
Central Methodist at Tennessee Tech 7 00 p in

RYAN FULFILLS SENIOR SEASON AT WKU BY
PLAYING REGIONAL RIVAL MURRAY STATE
By MICHAEL DANN
HILL I UPPERS SCHEDULE
Sports Editor
RESULT
OPPONENT
DATE
L-31-13
at Indiana
8.30
play
to
chance
a
Greg Ryan finally gets
W-37-13
at Eastern Kentucky
9-6
Against Murray State.
L-47.7
at Alabama
9.13
TIME
But on 4 scale of I to 10, how much DATE OPPONENT
6p m
MURRAY STATE
oes the former Calloway County multi- 9-20
6p m
at Kentucky
9-27
rt athlete wish the game was being 10-4
12 30 p m
at Vngina Tech
6 p.m
10-11
BALL STATE
layed at Roy Stewart Stadium: "Zero".
pm
FLORIDA
6
ATLANTIC
10-18
It's not that Ryan, who lettered in foot3 30 p m
NORTH TEXAS
11-1
ball and baseball for the Lakers, has any- 11-8
pm
30
2
Troy
at
Noon
thing against Murray State or the Racers. II-15 MIDDLE TENNESSEE
6 p in
at Florida International
11-22
Matter of fact, the 2004 CCHS graduate 'Al
Tomes are Central arid are sayect to change
holds a special place in his heart for
Murray State.
But Ryan and the Hilltoppers have spent the past three weeks playing at Indiana, at
tastern Kentucky and just got back from No. II Alabama.
"I'm just ready to get home and when I say that. I don't mean Murray, I mean L.T.
mith Field. We need a home game so bad, it's not funny.: It helps that Ryan and the Hilltoppers will be christening their new stadium, which
las undergone two years of renovations on Saturday and personally, it couldn't come
ainst a better opponent for Ryan. who is a fifth-year senior offensive lineman for
KU.
: "For me to play against Murray State ... this is what l'%e dreamed of growing up.

Pos,
•
•
OS
KR
PR
H

Pboto courtesy of Western Kentucky University
Greg Ryan. the former Calloway County Laker, has made
a nice home for himself at Western Kentucky, despite
dreams of playing at Murray State, where his brother Tony
played.

The Toppers have won their first game at
L.T. Smith Stadium 18 of the past 20 seasons, which includes a streak of 12 straight.
The last team to spoil the opener for WKU
was Murray State, when the Racers picked
up a 35-14 win back on Aug. 31, 1995.
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Murray fends off scrappy Calloway

Haverstock Insurance Agency
Nobody can protect your Ati7(
• any better than we ciwt!
2111 121h S1.'Murray.KY•753-341s

LADY LAMERS CAN'T WTTHSTAND LATE-GAME
PUSH, FALL TO RIVALS FOR SECOND TIME

16-61 Havrt"cfork -

squad with eight points and
By TOMMY DILLARD
three kills.
Sports Writer
With the crowd from both
Calloway County played its
the
best match of the district season sides whipped into a frenzy,
as
Thursday night, but it wasn't Lady Lakers came as close
the
yielding
before
23-22
crosstown
past
sneak
to
enough
a
nval Murray and into the district game's final two points to
relieved Murray bunch.
win column.
"I don't know if we were
The Lady Tigers recovered
said
from a furious Calloway rally to more nervous or what,Breanna
coach
head
Tiger
Lady
the
in
victory
cling to a 25-22
well
first game and forged a late rally Volp "We started out pretty
spurts
of their own to upend the Lady but we always have little
like that where we do really
Litters 25-20 in the second.
well, then let up."
the
completed
wins
two
The
Riding momentum from the
season sweep for Murray and
cemented Calloway's spot in the near-win, Calloway stuck with
the Lady Tigers early in the secdistrict cellar.
The news wasn't all bad for ond game and took its first lead
the young Lady Lakers, howev- of the match at 8-7. The Lady
er. Calloway showed marked Lakers built that lead to as much
improvement after failing to as 14-10, but Murray senior
reach 20 points in either game in Leah Dieleman served up four
straight points to re-tie the game
its first match against Murray.
"1 felt like tonight, for the for the Lady Tigers.
Dieleman finished with five
most part, they definitely
stepped up their game," Lady kills and 11 digs.
From there, Murray's experiLaker head coach Samantha
Hobbs said."They were hustling ence and strong hitting took
quite a bit and they kept their over. Behind the serve of senior
eye on the ball; that was the big Christin Gong, the Lady Tigers
scored five consecutive points to
thing."
take a 20-15 lead. Calloway
hole
a
itself
dug
Calloway
early in the first game, spotting wouldn't get any closer than
Murray server Lauren Dieleman three points the rest of the way.
With the win, Murray
eight consecutive points before
finally scoring. Dieleman fin- improves to 2-2 in district play
ished with four aces and II and 14-7 overall. The Lady
Tigers face district rematches
assists on the evening.
The Lady Tigers then extend- with Marshall County and
Christian Fellowship next week,
ed their lead to 14-3.
teams that defeated them
two
some
make
to
had
"We
adjustments," Hobbs said. "I soundly in the first week of
think it starts with nerves and September.
After those losses, Volp made
then seeing where they're hitting and knowing where to be." a few adjustments in her rotaOnce the Lady Lakers made tion, which she hopes will make
those adjustments, the momen- a difference against the Lady
tum inside Jeffrey Gymnasium Marshals and Lady Eagles this
shifted. Down 21-12, Calloway time around.
The first-year head coach
scored the next five points
behind the serve of senior also moved junior Taylor Butler
Jacquelyn Price, pulling to with- to the front row and senior Erica
Brodie to the back, a move she
in four at 21-17.
Price led the homestanding praised Brodie for embracing.

•

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
American League
At A Glance
By The Associated Press
East Division
L Pct GB
W
90 61 596
Tampa bm
586 1 1 2
63
89
Boston
9
82 71 536
New vivii
9
82 71 sas
Toronto
23
444
84
67
Baltimore
Central Division
L Pct GB
W
84 68 553
Chicago
83 70 542 1 1.'2
Minnesota
9
493
75 77
Cleveland
71 80 47012 1.2
Detroit
69 84 45115 1.2
Kansas City
West Division
L Pct GB
W
93 59 612
l•Los Angeles
49018 2
75
78
Texas
22
71 81 467
Oakland
36
57 95 375
Seattle
x -clinched division

National League
At A Glance
By The Associated Press
East Division
L Pet GB
W
86 67 562
Phliactelphia
85 67 559
New 'fork
80 72 526 5'
Florida
19
67 86 438
Atlanta
28
58 95 379
Washington
Central Division
Pct GB
-92 59 609
Chicago
9
84 69 549
Milwaukee
80 72 52612 1,2
Houston
79 73 5291312
St Louis
70 82 46122 12
Cincinnati
29
64 89 418
Pittsburgh
West Division
L Pet GB
W
80 73 523
Los Angeles
76 76 500 31.2
Arizona
10
458
83
70
Colorado
12.
68 85 444
San Francisco
22
58 95 379
San Diego

PREP FOOTBALL ROUNDUP

Deese named "Primetime
Prep Performer" by UK voice

Leach had this to say about
Staff Report
"Deese ran for 118 yards
Deese:
Matt
back
running
Murray
ns*
Deese was named this week's and scored both touchdow
Primetime Prep Performer for Murray's 14-6 over Caldwdt
to gen'
TOMMY DIU_ARD Ledger & limes
Class 2A by Kentucky radio County, enabling Murray
powerful
this
in
upperhand
the
the
in
net
the
over
Leach.
ball
Tom
this
hits
broadcaster
Murray senior Leah Dieleman
The "Voice of the Wildcats" western Kentucky district race!"
Lady Tigers' victory Thursday night at Calloway County.
Each week. Leach honors a
Deese on his website
honored
"Erica actually did very well when they travel to Christian after the sophomore running player from each of the six
on the back row tonight:* Volp Fellowship on Tuesday.
18 times for 118 classes across the state.
"Overall, they were upbeat," back carried
said. "She's been playing both
On the web: http://www.toik
touchdowns last
two
yards and
recently and tonight we just put Hobbs said after the loss. "At Friday.
leachky.com
just
we
Taylor on the front row. I think the end of the match,
she was a little upset at that at need that little boost. But we
first, but she took her anger out took this as our next step forPREP SOCCER ROUNDUP
ward. We know what adjuston focusing and playing well."
we
and
make
to
Lady Tiger senior Abby ments we need
Dowdy finished with five know what we have to do
assists, three blocks and a 60 against CFS next week to take it
percent hitting percentage. from there."
Junior libero Brittnee Deitz
Caitlin Herrington added six
scored five points and dished
kills.
Calloway falls to 0-4 in dis- out three assists for Calloway
LADY TIGERS, GRAVES TIE;
trict play and 6-8 overall. The while Lexie Watson added four
Emily
kills.
four
and
points
Lady Lakers will attempt to
LADY LAKERS FALL TO HEATH
build on Thursday's success McKnight also scored four.
4-0 on Sept. 8.
Staff Report
kerb Tigers 0,Graves CoA
Caldwell County 'donsinited
After slaking a statement
the second half of Thursday
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and regulations.
•Clear and concise verbal and written communication skills.
*Ability to use computers and learn various
software programs.
•Ability to work with individuals at all levels
of the organization from corporate senior
management to production line worker
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*Team orientation.
•Abiltty to mentor and develop productive
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'Patient Senna, Technician needed for the
area's 01 Home Medical Equipment Company.
Must be dependable Expenence is a plus.
Requirements include on call, delivery set-up
and education of durable medical and

THANK YOU
We would like to thank the brothers
of Alpha Gamma Rho for volunteering
their time to clean our yard after the
recent high winds. Our yard was covered in uprooted trees, limbs and
debris. We truly appreciate these fine
young men and what they did for us.

respiratory equipment in the home environment.
Fut! time with benefits avatlabie Applications
are available at iJOS Arcadia Cfrcle, Murray.

Jack & Linda Foley
111111111111MINNIMILE1111111111

CNA/Nurse Aide, FuN time 2:00-10:00pm.
Preferred experienced but will train. Good
working conditions, pleasant atmosphere.
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Apply in pet son. Fern Terrace Lodge
EOE

INVITATION TO BID
Sealed bids will be received by the Murray Electric
Systetn at 401 Olive Street, PO Box 1096 Murray,
KY 42071 until 4,00 P.M.. Monday September 29th,
2008 for concrete foundation construciton work. Por
details please contact the Murray Electric System
270-762-1709
CALLOWAY GardensEssex Downs Apts
now taking bids for
roof replacement. Call
for more information
(270)753-8556

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources :okapi& but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
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Murray Ledger & Times
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12 Tax Preparers
needed for local tax
offices Eam extra
income with seasonal
employment. FREE
fax dames available.
Cali Jackson Hewitt at
866-554-1040 for info
or to inquire about
positions for experienced tax professionals.
CAMPBELL RE is
looking tor new real
estate agents Call
now to join the team
759-8780

Name

1 St Address
1
City
1
1 State

"4"Mws
_!!
[1
Computer for sale.
CP", or CPA candidate.
condition
excellent
Full time position with a
753-8630
Murray, KY CPA firm
involving income tax
MOM COMPUTERS
Service'Sales
and auditing responsiCompetitive
bilities
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3558
salary and benefits
Please send a personOffice
al resume to
TOW le Buy
Manager, Howe &
LLP, 301
Melton,
ANTIQUES. Call Larry
Maple St., Murray, KY
753-3633
42071.

•Bachelor's degree in Food Science:
Manufactunng or significant equivalent
experience.
.2-4 years experience in manufactunng.
•Managerial ancVor supervisory experience.
*Thorough understanding of applicable laws

OEN*

96t

seeking a Production

Suct:esaful candidates for Production
Supervisor positions with our facility
must meet the following qualifications.
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Now hiring talented,
energetic licensed cosmetologist and massage therapist We
otter great employee
benefits For more
information please call
767-0760

1111
Community Manager
Wesley at Murray i a
27 Una non-profit
retirement community
in need of a live in
Manager/Site
Assistant Duties wit
include emergency
response to residents
when office is closed.
Office duties will
include certification of
residents to live in the
community collections
of rents, papenivo&
filing, supervision of
small part time staff
Knowledge of Yank
and HUD software is
helpful Must be familiar with Word for
Windows and Excel
spreadsheet use.
Must have a love of
eiderty. Compensation
is apartment along
with hourly wage for
20 + hours of office
work weekly dunng
the day. Benefits
available. Exceflent
opportunity for a graduate student or
retiree. Possible to
waive living on site
Send resume to
Anita Darnall
Wesley Hulls
1020 Caleb St
Dyersburg, TN 38024
tax number 731-2856909
phone 731 2070707
or see our Websrte at
wesleysentormonistnes org to send
resume
The Place to
'St9r4.. Murray:
:Ledger'.& Times

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger corn.
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork com
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this webmte
However. as a national
website. not all listings
on the jobnetwork coin
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please cali
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings Thank you

BUYING
Junk cars, trucks arid
tractors Also haul
436-5235 227-6004

GREEN Acres is currently hiring for the following position:
RN/LPN- Full time,
Mon-Fn 10p-6a
Anyone interested in
becoming part of our
team may apply in
person at Green Acres
Health Care, 402 W.
Farthing St., Mayfield
KY 42066
MAJOR TRANSfTS,
MURRAY. KY. TAKING
applications for Over
night drivers. 270761 -3912

CASH paid for
good used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519S 12th,
Murray.
Looking for a wood
stove in Murray area.
Call 519-8570

Apartments
PRICES Slashed to
Quick Sale: 15 couch
oversized
es and
chairs, entertainment
centers, coffee tables,
end tables and headboards at $15 each.
Make an offer on a
Landice Treadmill &
bicycle Call
270 759-3003

NOW taking applIcahone for all positions
and all shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
Ortve-in, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phone calls.
PROFESSIONAL
Field Representative
wanted for Murray
area, no experience
required. Excellent
training program, sales
track, income potential, and benefits for
those who qualify
Woodmen of the
World Life Insurance
Society, Omaha.
Nebraska. Resumes to
1710 SR i21 N, Suite
F. Murray. KY 42071
or call 753-4382

L'Escamak-1
Housecleaning
270-759-9553

EXPERIENCED and
reliable housekeeper
and
Businesses
homes. Very flexible
Call (270) 293-5593
ask for Della.

WILL clean houses
(270)293-5806

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray. KY 42071
270-753-8556

TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
One and Tao Bedroom Apartment,
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications
6
Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m.j
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

0

Ness For See
1990 Scott 16x80, 38r
2 full Ba. 293-2456.
1998 Patriot 16x80,
vinyl siding, thermal
pane windows, northern insulated, extra
nice. 270-489-2525.
2 BR & lot $10.900
753-6012
GOT LAND? Own land
or have family land
available, you can
qualify for $0 down.
for
FREE
Cat
APPROVAL
731-584-9429.
Noses For Rant

LARGE 2 BR, 2 full BA,
all appliances, walk in
closet, 70813 Bagwell
Ct. 227-5173
studio apt.
Large
above Bradley Book
Co. on campus, newly
1303
remodeled.
Street.
Chestnut
Includes
$675/mo.
water and sewage
(270)293-3710.
NICE 2 BR duplex apt
on Northwood Dr
$475 270-753-5992
NICE 2 Br, 1 Ba
duplex Stove, refigerator. washer, dryer.
$300
rent,
$300
depose 293-3761

2 BR, $295
753-6012
16X12 utility trailer,
$600 Call 293-1139.
24 bulb lay-in suntan
bed. $275. Multi-colored couch recliner
each end. $150.
293-3761.
24X24 log garage
package includes logs,
roof frame work,
sheeting, felt, (50)2x6x8 treated, (11)2x8x8 treated, plus log
siding $600. 227-5759

NETWORK TECHNI- 500 gallon butane
CIAN. Full-time, bene- tank, 60% full of gas,
fits. Two years of col- $600. 474-0298 or
lege and two years of 293-3354.
experience with large
networks wireless netLinux/Unix
works,
systems
operating
Additional related co
educatior
lege
exchanged for a pot
tion of experience
requirement. Click on
scooter
at ELECTRIC
-EmploymentVictory mode!, always
rayste re edu
www mu,
kept charged, hardly
'or additional informa$750-obo. Cash
tion. Salary $17.23 used.
731-642-3607.
Complete only
hourly.
LIKE new solid cherry
application at: Human
Murray custom built entertainResources.
ment center
State University, 404
Sparks Hall, Murray, 112-Wx98H. $2,900
270-753-0020
KY 42071-3312. An
AA
M/F(0,
EEO.
PENNY
employer_

Housekeeper for all
your needs Please
call for an appointment.(731)782-3949
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FRIGIDARE refngeraor, white like new
$200.00 474-8357
HEAVY duty large
capacity, front loader
GE washer and dryer
$800 978-5177
LARGE
SELECTION
tilED,AP.P1.1AlscES
WARD lEtwitsiti

(270) 753-i7)3

HIDE-a-bed sofa, neutral colors used less
than 1 yr. $700. Lazy
Boy power lift chair
used less than 1
month. $800.
270-703-1879

L

MOMS For Rue

1 BR apt, various loa
cations Coleman RE
Move in free days
753-9898
1 9R. low utilities no
lease required, no
pets $300 per month
753-3949.
2 BR all appliances
including w/d and dish759-5885,
washer.
293-7085.
2 Br, 1 Ba garage apt.,
close to downtown.
ref ngerator,
Stove,
wrd, central air/heat,
no pets. $500/mo., 1
month deposit. 1 yr.
lease, references. 211
S. 7th St. 753-8705
2 BR, 2 6A apartment
$500 per month 2935423.
2 BR, 2 BA duplex,
very nice with many
extras Beautiful moldings and deco, Nice
shruLbeiy, flowers and
trees. House garage
with opener, nice patio
with half covered top
all appliances furnished 902A N. 20th
No pets.. $650.
753-5344.
IBA duplex
2BR
1304
Appliances.
Peggy Ann. Section 8
ok. 270-753-0259
29R duplex, we,
C/H/A, appliances fur
fished. Various locations. Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR& 313R apartments
available. Great location I year lease. 1
month deposit, no
pets. 753-2905
4 BR, 2 BA all appliances Move in tree
days Coleman RE
753-9898
CHARMING 2BR-apt.
on a farm 6 miles from
town. CAVA, hardwood
floors vaulted ceilings.
nicely
furnished.
smoke free no indoor
$575+deposit,
Pets
water and cable included 489-2741
Cornerstone
Reeky & Rental
Rental Piuwity &
Property Management
Services available
Call 761-7355
ow. icxxverxtrecralry coos
DUPLEX 2 Br, 1 Ba
new remodel, no pets
w/c1 furnished. $575 +
deposit. 293-6430.
DUPLEXES for rent.
All appNances
Included,
767-9046

I

3BR. IBA brick. Large '
dining
lying room
room, kitchen, stoVt.
refrigerator furnished.
Attached garage ahd
Gas .
room
utility
heat/ac. 807 N. 16th ,
St. $600 per month,
plus deposit No pets.
lease required 7594665
$0,o
Stignie Rental,
2 Br, brick duplex
Peggy Ann Drive $300
plus deposit
Nice 3 Br, 1 Ba brick
duplex South 4th $450
plus deposit Call 7531513 or 978-0616
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

Rerit1
epirtrents For -

Moms Fumiseinga
MAIN STREET
FURNISHINGS
Big Sale
New & Used
Furniture
1107 Main St.
(270) 761-7653

330

NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroorn Apis
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
730 *1-800-648-6056

G8C
STORAGE anti
PROPANE .
•
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
Ise-F
9 a.m. - 4

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroorn Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Di
Monday.
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDO #1-800-648-6056

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St Rt 121S
Murray.'KY 4207f
270-753-55E2
Jill RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
729 S. 4TH ST. .
Gtersdale,
Carew of
MN $25 lik15
(279)436-2524
(27912934996

NAN,
2 BR, 1 BA newly
remodeled, nice yard.
711 Payne St $475
monthly. No pets
270-293-3710

MURRAY Store anti
Lock presently • has
units available
753-2905 or 753-7536,

2 BR, 1 BA, 2 car
garage, large yard,
partially fenced. $550
and
plus security
lease. 978-7441.
2 or 3 BR houses near
Murray
downtown
753-4109.

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes,
•We rent Li Hauls
753 c*.00

3 Br, brick on Melrose
Drive, 2 Ba, new central air/heat, all electric
big fenced backyard.
2-car garage, dishwasher. stove. Wel
hook-up. STV. tease.
$850. Call
270-767-0615.
3 BR. very nice
Coleman RE
753-9898
3 BR, 1 BA brick stove,
refrigerats,. DW. W/D.
furnished, no pets.
1615
non-smoking
$465
Catalina Dr
izu0
plus
month
deposit 12701 2478127

I

Fix Sala Or Lew

Beautiful location at
105 N. 6th St. for office
spaces. salon ect
4.125sq.ft
$3500,
monthly. Call 2704336:
0717 or 753-6944'

11110N NIACIN
Sims Units
Available
*low Have
Climate Cont'

753-3853

CLASSIFIEDS

413 • Friday, September 19, 2008
YARD SALE
1501 LONDON DR.(Canterbury Subdivision)
FRI 7AM-NOON SAT SAM-NOON
EARLY BIRDS WELCOME
4
,,
5 69*bu , e
gun 4Hen14(19100 ,42 30-06
.Ramingliv, 7400 30-0h iiMarta- 22 cap 40.4anir 22 lute
re{es •H

brig kr114,85 •POCicet RnroiNi •104.AS .1)
,-01,
061

mattress & box spring •Fiechner •Stereo
•Smat appkances *Household items .Pictures 4.4trrots
*New picture frames *Women & girls clothes *Several
ceramic Christmas viltages •10" Craftsmen rode) sew
•I0' rat.. saw *Garden Mei 4literosene heater
•Dochie 'iank mart)* vanity lop •2002 Dodge Dakota
at, Otis Si,7 V 8 auto PlAt Pe PS. camper top stood
seperaieiy toelher, 47,000 original moles
uir sir

YARD SALE
1717 MELROSE ONE BLOCK
OFF DORAN
SATURDAY 710 12
Norman Rockwell plates & misc.,
xmas bears, xl men & women's
clothes & shoes, knick knacks,
bedspreads, pillows dishes, lots other
xmas items, turskin bears, 1/2 HP
3pt motor, gott clubs & bags

HUGE YARD SALE
641 South to Hazel sign
left on Lavender- left on Myers
follow signs
SATURDAY 8-7
Girls Clothes infant 10/12, baby
children's toys, women's namebrand
clothes & accessories, home decor,
kitchen iterns, collectibles & more

5-PARTY YARD SALE
294 ROBERTSON RD S.
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
8:00-7
B & G baby 51 clothes, toys,
games, movies, decor, girl's twin bed
set girls size 10. adult clothes, biteebtet
cards, electronics, hunting items, fall
decor, Halloween costumes,
Christmas decor, large selsdion
Boyd's Bears, 'right fixtures, Mite.
antiques household it10116.

HUGE 4 FAIRLY YARD SALE
1707 RYAN AVE.
OFF 11TH STREET
SATURDAY
7:00.7
Early birds welcome but checkout Isogon at
7am. Name brand clothes, kids 37-plus size
girls, ladies med-3x, young man's 36-36, hoodlea. cargo shorts, jeans, computer desks onset,
bikes, household, pots, pans. dishes, quilt rack,
vanity, fuzzy pink comforter by seventeen, twin
size bedding, toys, outside toys, Avon procures
and rep supplies

GIANT YARD SALE
366 OAKCREST DR.
(EAST Y OFF 94E)
LOOK FOR SIGNS
SATURDAY 9/2W08
6:00AM TO 4:00 PM
Cleaning out house and sheds.
Something for everyone!
Antiques, furniture, dishes,
clothes, sewing, crafts. dog pen.
LARGE 4 FAMILY YARD BALE
1$2 WELLS PURDOM DRIVE
00 641 NORTH TO 1429 HWY (COLES
CAMPGROUND RD)TURN LEFT, THEN
RIGHT AT THE THIRD STREET, WELLS PURDOM DR. WATCH FOR SIGNS
SATURDAY 7:00-3:00
Antique bed with mattresses, guns, gun case.
cedar wardrobe collectible dolls, wedding
decor, Chnstmas items, name brand children
clothing. childranibaby Items, nice fall & winter
clothing, adult clothing, household Sam, much
much moral

IS PARTY YARD SALE
2016 CAROL DR.
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
7:00-7
Furniture, pictures, dishes, stemware.
Christmas Decor, clothing, ladies 10plus, toddler boy 2T-4T, little girls 6-7,
purses, shoes, jewelry, toys women's
scrubs, baseball cards, 1992 Ford
XLT tuck and much more.
Don't miss it!

PARKING LOT SALE
1407 MAIN ST.
SATURDAY

7:00-?
Clothes, home decor, sofa $50,
chair $50, lots of bargains
inside & out.
Lets make a deal!

HUGE 3 PARTY
YARD SALE
1503 Belmont Dr
(E)
Fri & Set
7ANI-4PAI

MOVING SALE
143 SOLSRE RD
91 WES!, LEFT ON

Murray Ledger & Times

YARD SALE
414 STARKS
GEM. ROAD
WATCH FOR S/GNS
BETWEEN HARDtN

JOHNNY
ROBERTSON, RIGHT
ON SQUIRE ROAD
FRIDAY
SATURDAY
7 3Ci-1
V home decor
knives aopkances
clottung curtains new
light fixtures luggage
furniture games books
comforters

S. MARSHALL
THUR, FRI & SAT
7:004
Men & corner.
clothing up to 5X old
sewing machines,
metal bunk bed set
lots of mac

4 PARTY
YARD SALE
1703 MELROSE
DRIVE
SATURDAY
8:00-1:00
Fumtiure,
household items,
kitchen island, HD
chap & helmet,
clothes, something
for everyone.

2 PARTY
YARD SALE
497 POST
OAK DR.
2ND ROAD
PAST EAST
SCHOOL
FRIDAY
AND
SATURDAY
8:00-7

YARD SALE
1712 OLIVE ST.
SAT. SEPT 20
8AM-?
Stove, microwaves,
microwave cart,
couch, play pen.
stroller,
Powerwheels
Barbie Jeep,
household items,
clothes, lots of
other stuff.
YARD SALE
1938 Airport
Rd. 121/4 to
Airport (783)2
miles on right
Fri 8-1
Set 8-7

OFFICE or retail space
available. Prime locatton. 753-2905. 2931480
STORAGE building
40x40, gas heat, insulated, located 406 1/2
Sunbury Circle Murray
$300/month Call
Carlos Black
(270)436-2935

YARD SALE
1006 PAYNE ST.
SATURDAY
7:10-2:00
Baby bed, antique
chairs, new & used
kids clothes, toys
gals comforter set.
shoes, Woman's, tuntor men's clothing,
household decor

GARAGE SALE
121 NORTH &

1585 WRATHER

WALLIS OR.

ROAD

SATURDAY

SATURDAY

204S, 16Th ST.

7:00-12:00

BEHIND MURRAY

GARAGE SALE
110 HICKORY
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
7730-7
Quality women's
clothing, prints,
dishes, decorating
items. comforters
& pilows. furniture,
lamps & lots more.

IIIl
t
Su
;t7—lies

car seat, clothing.
furniture, musical
instruments,

FEEDER Pigs: free
range, II wks. old. $30.
489-2741.
Reding
beam hurt.menseep
270-705-8208
Yard Sale

blades, total gym,
vacuum cleaner

items, shop lights,

and lots more

electronics

LARGE MOVING
SALE
1300 OAKHILL
off of Doren Rd
to Melrose West
Fri & Sat
8:00-7
Furniture, home
decor, nice clothes
men & women,
Chnstmas, lamps,
bicycle, lots of odds
& ends

GARAGE SALE
1406 CHAUCER
DRIVE SPRING
CREEK OAKS
SUBDIVISION
SATURDAY
6:00-7
Household items,
name brand men's,
women's and
children's clothing.
toys, vid00 games
tele memo mots.

7:00-7
Baby toy,

Kids toys, boy
clothes, household

MULTI FAMILY
YARD SALE
11$ MURRAY
ESTATES O.
SATURDAY
7.00-?
Vintage antiques,
household items.
name brand clothing
women 4-8 petite &
other SIzeS. men's
We.lett
cl!ediroOle.

STREET
SATURDAY

BERMUDA
square
bail 53 50 Ready
9/20 437-4030

fixtures, roller

lots of misc

1103 MULBERRY

YARD SALE

Bikes, toys. light

MULTIPLE FAMILY
YARD SALE
1403 OLIVE BLVD
SATURDAY
7:00-2:GO
Bicycles, scooters,
framed pnnts. books,
barloies, household
reams, tupperware,
lots of misc
Ail proceeds benefit
the University'
Chnsban Student
Center

YARD SALE
DOG Obedience.
436-2858,
Shth Tzu puppies
AKC/CKC
male,
female
$250-$350
270-251-0310

7:00-7

MULTI BACK

YARD SALE
1591 RADIO RD
ALMO
SATURDAY
8:00-12:00
Furniture,
appliances.
32 in. storm
doors, sewing
machine,
lots more.

2 PARTY
YARD SALE
1603 CARDINAL
SATURDAY
Nice toddler & girl
size clothes, toys,
child's bicycle,
household items &

ELEM.
SATURDAY
7:00-7

SCHOOL
YARD SALE
2208. 13TH ST
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
7:00-3:00
Furniture,
houseware.
electronics, clothing,
toys, much, much
more. All proceeds
benefit Eastwood
Christian Academy
Senior Trip

YARD SALE
2300 COLLEGE
FARM ROAD
SATURDAY
ONLY
7:00-10:00
Gins shoes clothes
& coats sizes
infant-twaen, Gap.
Wet Seal, Copper
Key, Gymboree.
household items,
treadmill & More

furniture.

HUGE
YARD SALE
1614 PARKLANE
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
7:00-7
Plus size women
clothes, kids
clothes, shoes,
household items
and much more.

YARD SALE
310
WOODLAWN
SATURDAY
SEPT. 20
7:00AM-NOON
WE FOUND
MORE JUNK
COULD BE YOUR
TREASURE
JUST HAVE TO
SEE IT

everyone

2006 Ford Fusion 55
low miles, one ownerr,
excellent
condition,
Kelly Blue Book retail
$16,960 sacrific.
$14,750
270-293-6266
270-753-5430
00 Accent, new brakes
new front fires, tuneup,
runs
great
Transmission sips ifi
2nd gear Asking $800
obo 227-3111
ssdTRIde

INSIDE AIR
CONDITIONED
EVERYTHING MUST
GO MOVING
ai YARD SALE
HARVEST LAND
MINISTRIES
1308 S. 12Th ST.
ACROSS FROM
MURRAY TOYOTA
SATURDAY
SEPT 20TH
9:00AM-1:00PM
Bag sale no sesonable
offer rerUsed
Everything must go'

38R, 1-1/2
FSBO
bath, fireplace, hardwood floors, 2-driveways, corner large lot,
2-storage buildings. 7closets, electronic cold
air return.
(270)759-2475

1994 Mazda 132300
115,000 miles $1000
438-5900
293-2061

kam1;21

GATESBOROUGH, 2
homes, FSBO.
4/3/3. 3,000 AC, 4,000
acres.
total.
.9
$199.000 OBO
completely
3/2/2
New
remodeled.
everything. $149,900.
417-337-3561

LANE
SATURDAY
7:00-12:00

MLS 47059
Heavsnty Haven!
Adorable 2-story vinyl
south of
Murray. Very ptivate, 4
Beautiful acres. Large
kitchen, 24Mng
areas. 4- Car Garage !
workshop garage
Nice. Call Barbara
293-9372 Onty
$130,900.
www.Brons6-Flesay_dom

Microwave, toys,
children's clothes,
and household
items

YARD SALE
503
SOUTH 16TH ST
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
7AM-?

For We
".
MLS
47483
Commercial Bonanza!
Previous
'Dutch
Essenhaus
Restaurant- 2.5 acres,
5416 Square Feet, all
fixtures & equexnent,
&
Modular Home
behind
Restaurant
Call
$375.000.
Barbara Barnett
293-9372
*yew Bameit-Resay.osm

Something for

502

YARD SALE
51 STANFORD
DRIVE
(CAMBRIDGE 2
SUBDIVISION)
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
7:00 until?
Baby clothes, boys
and girls clothes
(sizes 10-16), kids'
shoes. toys,
television, hardback
'rook knack knacks

YARD SALE

6:00-7

STONERIDGE

YARD SALE
2010
GATESBOROUGH
CIRCLE
SATURDAY
7:00-7
800 golf balls, clubs,
very old sports
memorabilia. old
baseball & golf
magazines, books,
Coin collection.

Yiwil Nis

SATURDAY

YARD SALE

TV's, sewing
machine. clothes,
DVO's & VHS.
misc & etc.

Light fixtures
horne en,. Sower
arrangements
christmes & nallowsen
dec. blue leans
clothes. curtains
bedding. shelves lots
of mow items

SALE
811 SUNNY LN

Furniture, Chnstmes
decorations, toys,
clothing tpius size.
misses. girls & toddlers}
Antique oil lamps.
material, kitchen
appliarces and lots
of misc

YARD SALE
/21 NOPITII TO
GRAVES CO.
LINE
BENDEF1ELD LN.
TI4UR, FRI
& SAT
7:00-7
Girl & boy baby
clothes teen girl
clothes, boy
clothes maternity
clothes, woman's
clothes. toys

ATTENTION MOVE
UP BUYERS Owne
witting to trade Fo
•^..e. 4 Br 2 13a. 2,534
sq. ft up scale home,
construction,
new
II
Saratoga
Free
Subdivision
reC0r000
message
ext.
800-988-2789
2151 or direct
270-804-1655

CARPORT

YARD SALE
511 BLAIR ST.
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
7:00-7
Clothes,
lawnmower.
home decor,
kitchen stuff,
bathroom
accessories, toys.
various other
odds & ands

YARD SALE
609
BROAD ST.
SAT 20th

3-PARTY
MOVING SALE
RIVIERA COURTS
200 FLEETWOOD
CIRCLE #261
SATURDAY
7/11.4-3PM
Apt size refrigerator,
Whale kittoen
appliances dining room
table & dukes, clothes,
glass cook lop stove,
golf clubs, many maw

Waterfront lot,
Kentucky Lake.
618-939-0263

Beautiful 5 acre lot to
sale, 1 mile west o
Murray. $59.500. Cal
293-0371.

MURRAY Estates
BR, 2.5 BA,
Immaculate, tastsfulry
decorated 5 acre lot
7 617-2246

REDUCED!
LAKE house, Three
bedroom 2 bath with
double garage, waterfront lot, with trees,
Marge shed, floating
boat dock, concrete
beat
ramp.
Cali
$248,500 00.
75.3-2905 or 293-8595.

Kentucky Lake lot
$1.650 obo
226-826-3430

**OWNER Finance. No
credit check'
1 3 BR, 2
Ba completely remodeled 127 Tea Rose,
New Concord. $1,500
$575 per month. Cali
Ruthie at 753-2222.
1614 Sunset Dr. 3or 4
BR. 2 Bath, 2 car
garage,
workshop/garage in
back, possible owner
finance. Open House
Sunday 2:00-4:00pm
$142.900 293-0263.

YARD SALE
641S to Midway,
turn right on
1828, first rd on
right, 14eron, 3rd
house on left
Sat 20th
7:00-7
Home intenor,
longeberger,
furniture, slide,
mountain,
collectibles. clothes,
etc

49CC scooter. 350
miles, like new $800
obo. 753-0902
1999 Yamaha VStar
1100, excellent condition, lots of extras,
$3.900 obc. 978-0012

YARD SALE
711 CHESTNUT

1111k...
FOR sale beautiful,
blue 1994 Crown
Victoria, excellent condition, greatly reduced
270-753-4862
519-4329.
MUST see' 99 Buick
Park Avenue Ultra.
Leather. all power,
local. Kelley Book
$4,945. Best Offer.
753-8096
1998 Ford Escort 1Y2
automatic, air condition, $2,400(270)530-0281

8:00-2:00
collectibles,
hospital
equipment.
lots of sverything

0

YARD SALE PRICES
MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

I mood to soll your house —
my listings are low due to all
the sales we have had!
CO Sarre iNfit00n8

227-5$11
Loretta Jobs Realtors'
753-1492

(AA) Government Funds available
for 1st time buyrs who own land

411) Tao& Days $16.00 Tine Days $20.00
One Day $18.00 Two Days $28.00 Three Days $35.00

BRANDON'S Ciutii,
Service. Lawn, shrubs,
tilling,
bushogging,
leaves. ed. 978-0543,
436-52T7 after 6pm.
BRUSH & Hammes
Painting, fix it's repairs.
No job too small.
Gladly serving the
lakes area. 4-36-2228.

Mg;
I

jeer sap.
&dee Isitalklets
auk,

•

STREET
SATURDAY
Glassware,

I'1' ‘N I
1.1

'70- 753-

Call 753-5606

38R, 28A, 1,500sq.ft.,
hardwood floors, dine
to MSU, $79.900. Day
293-5483, night
293-2967

753-9562 :
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc.
Insured.
436-5141 A-AFFORCTABLE Hauling. Cleat
out garages, gutter%
junk & tree work
-71 1 DVA
Constuction Roofing,
painting,
hauling,
trees, garage & yards
30-*years
270-474-0782
.
Cell 270-975-6609.
ALL Carpentry
Construction
*Homes *Remodeling
• Docks •Screened
Porches .Garages
*Sagging
*Rotten
Floors rrTermite
Damage eniome &
Mobile Home
Licensed & Insured
270-227-0587
270-753-2353
APPLIANCE REPAIll
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
752-5534
Chuck Van Buren

fil\N

-aleS!!
AiI10

USED TIRES

3 BR, 2 BA west of
Murray, 3/4 acre,
$135,000 obo.
293-2269, 435-4140.

Since 1986
24 Nous SIIIVICt•
Res., Corn., & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or smalt

\Sri'
\ ilk hill Itroos.
VA\ 1112

6 TO 11
2 Washers, boys
clothes up to 18
mos, girls to 12,
household items,
toys

Hill Electriion

Zero down,
(270) 443-6737

CUSTOM
hush.,
gong call Marlon Co,
270-703-7452
2704.37-3006
Df4J HANDYMAN
for all your handyman
needs Storm clean-up
and repair.293-5438
all you roofing,
vinyl, metal porches
decks arid remodeling
call Danny Paschall
01 293-8156.

Reasonable Rates
Free Estimates
Cal 290-6753
411,''•

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & Times

Farm crops take beating from Ike

Calhoon Construction,ut
FREE.
Licensed
FREE
Estimates and Insured Fst'mates

'met
ilion

JUNE—,
ROOFING

re18/11

AdditiOns. Drywall, Painting Windows
Roofing. Decks, Sun Rooms,
Screen Porches. Concrete and Repairs

Id(

Sires
twee
ireal
is
$600

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell Phone: 270-978-1007
49

eetrOt

Ii

TATfoi

CHAVI
REAL ESTATE

l300
DOO

RENOVATIONS.
remodeling odds and
ends custom book
shelves ect 26 years
quality
service
Excellent craftsman
ship Call Gary
227-7930.

AUCTION
915.A COLDIVATze Rrr
11111'RRAT, KY 42071

270-705-4
0-78

David's Home
Improvement

LLC

R13
• IMMIGGEMBEI
Kam Patties.-.270.227.9212
tharhitlt - 270.7521010V
RI slit!

I I kl.

CoN1‘11 NCI NI

skits& sl 141 It I

EITM EXCAVATING, LLC
•Trackhos •Backhoe •Dozer
*Ponds •Driveways •Crearing
•Septic Systems •Demelitton

)trail
We deliver gravel, fill dirt.
topsoil, white rock and pond clay

etc.

DRCT,
::leat
Nee

, 227-3032 Bobby
293-1991 Tripp
75377646 after 6 pm

--k
--4.
Dfinc
„fling

Sarwme Offend

drIS

Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Floor Joists
Ranwdeing & Plumbing
&and Gairnote, Owfwor
wit Do insurance Work
Vas S lilasterCaro scospisci

731-247-5422
270-293-2643
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of as employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288
YEARRY'S
Tree
Service. Free est-mates. Phone
436-2562. 227-0267

4 esrasisissinsiikieft: pia
MAW ,Strwr
PiAryipptA 3.11,
MOmpTE 4nr.
, ,nent ICar Mat
,

sling
a
a
otter,

FuTRELLS Tree
Service
Trimming, removal.
stump grinding. firewood Insured
489-2839.

&

id

'A91
kliTS
OR

\1 t\ \(,imi\i
pickups
• *midi, &
• locally miined/operated
859-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

•3301 St. Rt 121N.
753-8087

10F 5 JOBS

FREE kittens to good
home Ready to go
293-7535
FREE kittens 3 loa
like seal point
492-6107

All line ads
ee'iiie

lerell

placed In our

-53.-43-14 • 27.--er,-1-1

paper

ML GARAGE DOOR
INSTALLATION Repair
and Maintenance for
residential and commercial doors and
openers 293-2357

posted on

are

our website
for free!

Safe, Call Before Digging
Murray Natural Gas
wants to remind you to be
careful when you begin
your planting and yard
cleaning.
Call Kentucky 811
at 1-800-752-6007 to have
all utility lines marked in
the area in which you
will be digging.

I

I
t—d-o-o;
rubs,
ging.
)543
m
liner
)airs
mall
the
?28

11

.'
I
OW!
wow)

4•1
1114.
.

P
PM
Elh
/------'

n-uk
18
fir

chnq
eling
Thai'
156
_

For more information,
call Murray Natural Gas
at 270-762-0336.
OTIS PS A PUBLIC SEEPAGE ANNOUNCEMENT

LOUISVILLE. Ky. IAP)
From Texas rice farms to
Midwest cornfields, some farmers in the path of Humcane Ike's
remnants saw profits sink as
strong winds battered crops.
Along with prospects of
lower yields, those farmers will
have to take more time to harvest as they slowly move equipment through fields to try and
scoop up crops knocked down
by the tempest. And that means
farmers have to spend more
money on fuel to keep combines
in the fields longer.
"The timing was devastating," said Mike Smith. an agncultural extension agent in
Henderson County in western
Kentucky. "It's changed the
whole complexion of this year's
harvest."
Smith predicted wind damage would lower some corn
yields as much as 20 percent in
the county.
Elsewhere, some Midwest
crops received a needed soaking.
Heavy rains in central and
northern Illinois came too late to
help the state's corn crop hut
could give a late boost for soybeans after an extended summer
dry spell, said Darrel Good, a
professor of agricultural economics at the University of
Illinois.
"Since the bean crop is pretty
late maturing this year, it probably has some overall beneficial
effects." he said.
But in western Kentucky, Ike
lashed corn fields with high
winds. Farmer Jerry Griffith said
damage from Sunday's storm
was considerable, with up to 90
percent of stalks battered to the
ground in some fields.
"It's hit us a pretty good
blow," the Graves County
farmer said during a break from
harvesting corn. "We're able to
pick up some of that corn, but
we can't get all of it."
He had about 600 acres of
unharvested corn when Ike
struck, about half his crop.
Bill Sutherly. who grows
about 2,000 acres of corn, soybeans and hay near Troy in western Ohio, estimates the wind
damaged up to 15 percent of his

Laborer Marco Juan Gomez of Huehuetenango, Guatemala, collects apples off the ground 4t
Reid's Orchard in Owensboro, Ky The apple crop had fallen from the tops of the trees duont
the high winds from the remnants of hurricane Ike on Sunday.

load on your shoulders could be
much better. Tonight: Talk up a
storm.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Your possessive side
emerges. adding a new cast
and/or a different experience.
You might need to pull back and
do some hard thinking. Do not
allow a financial matter to discourage you Do avoid unnecessary risks Tonight. Your treat.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Your personality melts
barriers, and you feel much better than you have in a long time
Realize your limits with a family
member Sometimes. the most
positive action is walking away
from a problem Tonight Easy
does it
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Take your time, and refuse
to jump to a conclusion You
actually need to pull back a bit
more and relax. Recognize that
although you might be extremely
The Stars Show the Kind of perceptive, you also could be a
Day You'll Have: 5-1)y name
bit off-kilter Thnight. Vanish if
4-Positive. 3-Average: 2-So-so: you want
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
1-Difficult
**** Zero in on what you
want Encourage others to loin
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** You have a lot going on in. Someone might be dragging
that you might need to communi- while you might be concerned by
cate You could be too tired to an expenditure. Let go. and relax
meet all the demands that sur- with fnends You rediscover the
round you Be willing to say "no' pleasure of being with others.
Ultimately, keeping a reasonable Toniget. Where the fun is.

corn. He said harvesting his crop
will take longer as he slows the
combines to try to get under flattened stalks and salvage some
corn.

"We're going to use more
fuel," Sutherly said.
In Texas. where Ike made
landfall as a Category 2 hurricane, strong winds and rains
heavily damaged the rice crop,
equipment and storage facilities
east of. Houston.
The storm was blamed for
killing about 4.000 cattle in two
southeast Texas counties and
some of the missing livestock
may never he found.
"They're being eaten by alligators," said Kathleen Phillips
of the Texas AgriLife Extension
Service.
About a quarter of Arkansas'
rice crop was affected by wind
and rain from remnants of hurricanes Ike and Gustay. Based on
preliminary reports, fanners
could lose 10 percent of their
overalt yield because of the
storms. said Chuck Wilson, a
rice expert at the University of
Cooperative
Arkansas

Lecture on Cherokee
removal to be presented at
Wickliffe Mounds Oct 4
Ky.
—
WICKLIFFE,
Wickliffe Mounds State Historic
Site will host an historical lecture on the Cherokee Trail of
Tears on Saturday Oct. 4
The lecture will coincide with
an open meeting of the
Kentucky Chapter of the
Tears
of
Trail
National
Wickliffe
at
Association
Mounds.
Th.: meeting will begin at 1
p.m. with a presentation by the
president, Beverly
chapter
Baker, on the military and
Cherokee removal. The program
will discuss the military's
involvement (or lack thereof)
from the Cherokee roundup in
the southeast U.S. to their arrival
in Indian Territory (Oklahoma)
in 1839.
The program will attempt to
lay to rest many of the misconceptions dealing with this tragic
period in American history.
The meeting and lecture are
free to the public, and admission
to the museum is $5 for adults.

loroscoue
:
for
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
:Saturday. Sept. 20, 2008:
Ypu realize that this year. you
:want more and will need or want
fd take the appropriate actions to
.t there. Your professional.
:ge
'etimmunity image becomes
creasingly important. Your
responsibilities demand a lot of
;attention and care. A parent or
older relative will need your
'sane and concern Take as good
e of your health as possible_
it you are single. you will meet
*pie easily in your travels.
Oloosing the right person takes
*mt. Take your time getting to
Kow someone, and you will he
1.5. likely to make a mistake. If
,OU are attached, the two of you
)
inight want to do more together
as a couple. GEMINI tosses you
into the limelight.
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$4 for children ages 6-12. For
more information call Carla
Hildebrand at 270-335-3681.
Wickliffe Mounds State
Historic Site features a museum.
gift shop. trail, and picnic area.
The park is located at 94 Green
Street, Highway 51/60 in
Ballard County,
Wickliffe.
along the Great River Road. It is
an important Native American
archaeological site and a unique
part of Kentucky's history.
The Kentucky State Park
System is composed of 53 state
parks plus an interstate park
shared with Virginia. The
Department of Parks, an agency
of the Tourism, Arts & Heritage
Cabinet. operates 17 resort parks
with lodges -- more than any
other state. Each year, Kentucky
parks draw 7 million visitors and
contribute $317 million to the
econon-iy. For more information
on Kentucky parks, visit our
at
site
Web
http://www.parks.ky.gov.

he Jacqueline Blear
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Make a must appearance your pleasure. By taking
some of the heaviness off it. you
will be more relaxed and a lot
happier. A parent or older relative might be counting on you.
much more than you think.
Tonight: In the limelight.
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*lir*** Take off for a day tnp.
or be prepared for a little bit of an
offbeat happening. You actually
will be bored with the tried-andtrue, so be adventuresome.
Reach out for someone at a distance who you care a lot about
Tonight. Let your mind escape
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Work as a team You
feel much better than you
thought possible with this person, whether playing Scrabble or
discussing a financial investment. Together you always do
better when it involves this person Tonight Dinner for two
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
**** Defer to others. as you
try to fond out what is going on
behind a situation. You might not
be getting 'the whole story', nevertheless, follow a partner's lead
You could be surprised by what
comes up Tonight: Say "yes" to
an invite
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Get through a project.

doing your very best You could
be overdoing it or heading for
trouble financially A wise move
would be acting like a cynic with
all risks: keep your wallet close
to you You could easily lose
motley Tonight. Easy does it.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** You might not be as
clear as you think, because you
see a situation in multidimensional terms Communicating the
different perspective could prove
to be challenging. You could be
unaware of what needs to be
done, but your knee-jerk reaction
does come through Tonight: If
someone doesn t want to join.
don't worry. Live it upl
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Stress builds, no rr,atter
what direction you turn. You
might want to go to work or
spend the day out and about and
avoid interpersonal problems
Give a partner the same type of
space to relax and probably nap
Tonight Do something very special
BORN TODAY
Putnam
Herbert
Librarian
(1861). psychologist Dr Joyce
Brothers (1928). actress Sophia
Loren (1934)
•••
Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at http:/lwww.iacqueIinebigarcorn.

Extension Service.
Some rice was blown down
but can still be harvested,
though it won't be cheap or easy.
The rice harvest in Arkansas
began later this year after a cold,

wet spring delayed planting.
"We were set for a prem
good crop," said Craighead
County extension agent Steve
Culp. "I'm sure this will have en
•
impact.-

Menus for the various lunchrooms of the Calloway Cowl;
ty Schools and Murray City Schools for the week of Sept;
22-26 have been released by Pat Lane. Calloway director;
and Mallory Cathey, Murray director.
Menus, subject to occasional changes. based on availabil-!
ity of food, are as follows:
CALLOWAY COUNTY
Snacks for Preschool and Elementaries - Monday - graham crackers. orange; Tuesday- graham crackers. milk: Wednesday - 1/2 peanut butter & ielly sandwich. milk; Thursday- Poptarl, milk; Friday apples. milk.
,
Preschool - Breakfast (milk, toast, cereal and juice avail
able daily) Monday - oatmeal, Poptart, Tuesday - biscuit
wisausage gravy, Wednesday - cereal, cinnamon toast: Thursday - French toast sticks wisyrup, fruit cocktail. Friday - cereal. Poptart, Lunch (assorted vegetables, chef salad, fruits and
milk served daily) Monday - Pepperoni pizza. Tuesday - clacken nuggets; Wednesday - chicken taco. lettuce, tomato: Thurtday - grilled cheese sandwich; Friday - peanut butter & jelly
sandwich.
Elementaries - Snack -Monday - cheese & crackers, juice,
Tuesday - cereal, milk; Wednesday - 1!2 peanut butter &
jelly sandwich, milk, Thursday - yogurt. animal crackers. Friday - grapes, milk. Breakfast (cereal, assorted toast, yogurt,
fruit juice, fresh fruit and milk served dated Monday - sausage
biscuit; Tuesday - breakfast pizza, Wednesday - cinnamon
raisin biscuit; Thursday oatmeal and Poptart. Friday - eggs.
hashbrown, toast. Lunch (assorted vegetables, fruit, chef salads. rniik served daily) Monday - oven fried chicken weoll,
corn dog, grilled cheese sandwich, Tuesday - pizza, fish sandwich, peanut butter & jelly sandwich, Wednesday - chicken
nuggets Wrote pimento cheese sandwich, peanut butter & jelly
sandwich; Thursday - hot dog, BBO sandwich, yogurt, animal
crackers; Friday - stromboli, hamburger, grilled cheese sanewich.
Middle - Breakfast (fruits, fruit juice, toast, cereal and milk
served daily) Monday - chicken biscuit; Tuesday - sausage
biscuit, Wednesday - scrambled eggs. bacon: Thursday breakfast pizza; Friday - bacon. egg & cheese biscuit Lunch
(assorted vegetables. chef salad, fruits and milk served daily)
Monday - oven fried chicken, turkey club, pimento cheese
sandwich, Tuesday - teriyaki chicken weice, roll. cheeseburger, ham and cheese sandwich, Wednesday - pizzaghetti.
Chuckwagon sandwich, turkey and cheese sandwich: ThUrs•
day - chicken nuggets wiroll. BBQ nbette sandwich, ham and
cheese sandwich: Friday - chicken noodle soup. breakd
chicken sandwich. submarine sandwich
High - Breakfast (cereal, toast, cinnamon toast. poptarts.
fresh true and milk offered daily) Monday - chicken biscuit:
Tuesday - French toast sticks w/syrup, Wednesday - hair
and cheese biscuit, Thursday - biscuit weausage gravy. Friday - cinnamon raisin biscuit. Lunch (chef salads, fresh fruits.
vegetables, deli sandwiches, hamburgers. pizza and milk served
daily) Monday - chili cheese burrito. peanut butter & jelly
sandwich; Tuesday - chicken fapta. Sloppy Joe: Wednesday
- super nachos turkey club, Thursday - chicken guesaddia.
Chuckwagon sandwich, Friday - stromboli. tuna salad seridwich.
MURRAY CITY
Elementary - Breakfast (cereal. toast, juice and milk served
daily) Monday - scrambled eggs. Tuesday - gravy & biscuit
Wednesday - French toast sticks Thursday - sausage & biscuit. Friday - Honey bun Lunch - (canned or fresh vegetables, canned or fresh fruit and lowfat milk served daily) Monday - grilled chicken wibun, sub sandwich, Tuesday - hamburger wfbun, grillea cheese sandwich; Wednesday - steak
nuggets *roll, chef salad, Thursday - ravioli/muffin' BBQ
nbette w/bun. Friday - sack lunch - hot dog, peanut butter &
jelly sandwich, fresh apple. carrot sticks, corn chips
Middle - Breakfast - (toast, cereal and milk served drieye
Monday - breakfast burrito: Tuesday - sausage biscuit. Wednesday - French toast sticks. Thursday - scrambled eggs. Friday - muffin. Lunch (assorted vegetables, chef salad, ftells
and milk served daily) Monday - sweet /n sour chicken, :sti6
sandwich; Tuesday - burrito, gelled cheese sandwich. Wednd*
day - spaghetti &meat sauce, Chuckwgon. Thursday - cheeseburger. chef salad: Friday - Mexican pizza. Sloppy Joe sand,
wich.
High - Breakfast (toast, cereal, juice and milk served dei!e)
Monday - muffin; Tuesday - breakfast bagel, Wednesdaletoaster pastry: Thursday - sausage biscuit: Friday - wRelle
Stix Lunch (hamburger. cheeseburger. pizza. cooked and triisil
vegetables, canned and fresh fruit and low fat milk served
daily) Monday - chicken sandwich, corn dog. Tuesday tub
sandwich, chef salad, werackers. Wednesday - nbette. de*.
en salad plate; Thursday - burrito w cheese sauce, chef s'aliel
redw/crackers, Friday - chicken nuggets, grilled cheese sa.
wich.
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LooklagBack
10 years ago
Published are pictures by Stall
Photographer Bernard Kane taken
at the scene ot the fire that
occurred at Hester Hall, Murray
State lanisersity at 2 30 am on
Sept 18 Michael H Minger,
19. was pronounced dead shortly after being transported to Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Five of the students have been
treated fix iajunes
Amy Fox, horticulture junior
at Murray State University, was
presented with a scholarship of
$500 by the Garden Department
in the Murray Woman's Club.
Births reported include a girl
to Kelly and Donald Noe and a
girl to Kimberly and John Snead,
Sept. 13: a boy to Jawaher and
Salah Almtaire. Sept 14.
20 years ago
Published is a picture of Holly
Barnes and Molly Willis preparing their dogs. Daisy and Rainbow, respectively for the Pet
Parade dunng the PAWS Pet Fair
held at Murray-Calloway County Park on Sept. 17 The photo
was by Staff Photographer Scott
Wilson.
The Aurora Country Festival
is scheduled for Oct. 14-16. This
is the 11th year for the event
which includes a parade, programs, yard sales. etc.
Calloway County High School
Lakers won 20-16 over Lone
Oak Purple Flash in a football
game at Lone Oak.
30 years ago
Published is a picture of Dr.
Keith Heim and Eva Clark of
the Calloway County Humane
Society showing the plaque that
will hang in the new county animal shelter. The plaque honors
deceased persons whose families
have requested that memorial
donations he given to the shelter in their memory The photo
was by Staff Photographer Jennie B. Gordon
Calloway County Fire-Rescue

Squad expects delivery ot a ma
fire truck an November
Baths reported Include a girl
to Mu and Mrs Randy Bailey.
Aug 27. a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Gary Grace. Sept. 10; a boy to
Dennis B and Gale Burkeen,
Sept 15
40 years ago
Published is an arises drawing ot the fine arts building addition at Murray State University
Construction bids will be taken
this month for the $4.3 million
structure which will house theater. drama, music, art, radio and
television. It will be adjacent to
the Price Doyle fine ails
mg
Ernest W. Williams. son of
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Williams
of Murray. has been named a
Merit Scholarship Program semifinalist by the National Merit
Scholarship Corp.
50 years ago
William D. Swann. airman
apprentice, United States Navy.
is serving with the Naval Air
Transport Squadron Six based at
McGinnis Air Force Base. Trenton, N.J. He is the son of Mr
and Mrs. Ewing Swann of !slurray.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Dunn. a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Cathey, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Pat Jones and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Joe B. McWherter.
60 years ego
Calloway County Post of the
Veterans of Foreign Wars is sponsonng a dnve for hospital beds
to offer to residents of Calloway
County to use in their homes,
according to Commander George
E. Overbey.
Registration at Murray State
College for the fall session has
reached a figure of 1,350 students, according to Dr. Ralph H.
Woods, president of MSC.

TeilayinIlstery
A Lindbergh Jr.
By The Associated Press
In 1945. Nazi radio propaganToday is Friday, Sept. 19, the
263rd day of 2008. Mere are 103 dist William Joyce, known as
"Lord Haw-Flaw," was convicted
days left in the year.
of treason and sentenced to death
Today's Highlight in History:
On Sept. 19, 1796, President by a British court
In 1957. the United States conWashington's farewell address was
published. In it the nation's first ducted its first contained underchief executive wrote. "Observe ground nuclear test, code-named
good faith and justice towards all "Rainier," in the Nevada desert.
In 1959, Soviet leader Nikita
Nations. cultivate peace and harKhrushchev reacted angrily durmony with all."
ing a visit to Los Angeles upon
On this date:
In 1777, dunng the Revolu- being told that, for security reationary War, American soldiers won sons, he wouldn't be allowed to
visit Disneyland.
the first Bartle of Saratoga.
In 1960, Cuban leader Fidel
In 1881. the 20th president of
the United States, James A. Castro. in New York to visit the
Garfield. died 2 1/2 months after United Nations, angrily checked out
being shot by Charles Guiteam of the Shelburne Hotel in a disChester Alan Arthur became pres- pute with the management, Castro accepted an invitation to stay
ident
In 1934. Bruno Hauptmann was at the Hotel Theresa in Harlem
In 1982, Carnegie Mellon Uniarrested in Ness York and charged
Charles versity professor Scott E. Fahlrnan
ith the kidnap-murder
El A MY ESL.
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COMICS / FEATURES
Mom should share in daughter's
marriage to longtime partner
DEAR ABBY: I am a 50year-old woman, soon to marry
my longtime partner. "Julie.'
in San Francisco. We have the
blessing of her family.
Although Julie and I have
always gotten along well with
my elderly
we
MOM.
have not yet
told her that
are a
we
couple
because we
are not sure
she understands and
accepts gay
relationships.
0 u r
By Abigail
Van Buren
friends feel
Mom
deserves the benefit of the doubt
and should be included in this
important event in her daughter's life. If she can't adapt,
so be it - but at least she'd
know. Besides, my friends say
she'll find out anyway, sooner or later, and be hurt and
angry to have been excluded.
What should we do, Abby? BEWILDERED IN THE BAY
AREA
BEWILDERED:
DEAR
Listen to your friends because
they are right. If you and Julie
have been partners for a "long
time,' the chances are great
that your mother already knows
the score. Give her the good
news and the chance to stand
up and be counted. You may
be Pleasantly surprised, arid if
you're not, at least you'll know
where you stand. It's the honest thing to do, and we're
decades removed from the era
when someone's sexual orientation was a uilt secret.

Dear Abby

Murray Ledger & Times

Dentist offers
painful advice
DEAR DR. GOTI': I have
had a vest difficuhy with mouth
ulcers for die past three years
I've seen a dentist, oral surgeons, ENT specialists and general practitioners I finally went
to a local medical clinic when
my
mouth
became so
sore I couldn't talk, only
to be told by
the doctor on
call that he
didn't have
idea
any
the
what
problem was.
His recommendation
BY
was I should
Dr. Peter Gott
the
brush
inside of my cheeks, tongue and
all areas that had sores with an
electric toothbrush and rinse with
full-strength peroxide, followed
by a water rinse. He said it
would burn like fire but would
help. I did this twice and the
disappeared. I'd already had
negative testing for herpes, thrush
and oral diseases, so I decided
to give it a try. After following his direction, I no longer
suffer for days waiting for the
lesions to clear up. They're gone
in fewer than 24 hours. Perhaps
this will help some of your read-

MGM

DEAR ABBY: I just got
off the phone with a friend
who makes me envious. "Sally'
is a nice person with a great
attitude, She married an intelligent, confident man who has
become successful and has
always been crazy about her.
She lives in a beautiful home
and has never had to work.
She has a close and loving
family who travels all over
the world together, celebrating
every occasion.
When she finishes telling
me about her wonderful life,
she then asks about mine. But,
Abby, I just can't bnng myself
to tell her about my boring
job, my unsuccessful husband,
my parents who fight constantly and my average children.
So I lie and say that everything is "fine,' and after I
hang up I feel like a miserable failure.
Sally is one of my dearest
friends, and I would hate to
end the friendship, but every
conversation with her makes me
feel worse. What should I do?
- ENVIOUS OF SALLY

itittt

DEAR ENVIOUS: First of
all, stop measuring yourself
and your life against your
friend, who may or may not
be telling you EVERYTHING
that's going on in her life. The
fact that Sally's house is bigger, her husband makes more
money than yours does and
they travel often does not make
her more 'successful' than you.
What you need is an attitude adjustment. Grab a piece
of paper, sit down and start
listing the blessings in your
life, starting with your health
and that of your family. Your
husband is working and so are
you. Many people aren't so
fortunate.
proposed punctuating humorously
Your children may not be
intended computer messages by: straight-A students or star athemploying a colon followed by a
letes, but are they productive?
hyphen and a parenthesis as a
well-adjusted?
Reasonably
horizontal "smiles face.- a)
your parents
so
OK,
Happy?
in
aicceeded
Israel
1988.
In
fight. If they're still together
launching a test satellite. the Ofeq
after battling all these years,
n"Horizon'a 1, over the Meditercould it be the way they coinranean Sea.
Ten years ago. Susan Barrantes, mu/Ureic?
mother of Sarah Ferguson. the
What I'm trying to help you
Duchess of York, was killed in a
see is that although your life
was
she
Argentina;
car crash in
is different from your friend's,
61 Miss Virginia Nicole Johnson.
you are successful, too. And
wore
who
a 24-year-old diabetic
next time Sally asks you
the
was
hip,
ho
an insulin pump on
about your life, you should level
crowned Miss Ansenca 1999.
with her and let her really get
Five years ago: Former Humto know you.
cane Isabel raced from Virginia
to Canada, delivering far less rain
than expected but leaving millions
•••
without power. teas' leader SadDear Abby is written by
darn Husscin's defense minister, Abigail Van Buren, also
Sultan Hashim Ahmad, surrenknown as Jeanne Phillips,
dered to U.S forces.
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips, Write
Dear Abby at www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440, Los
Angeles. CA 90069.

DEAR READER: I'm not
sure I would recommend treating mouth ulcers with an electric toothbrush. Thai must be
like having a lesion on your
arm and rubbing it raw with
sandpaper. When the pain and
bleeding stop, the arm lesion is
gone!

Many people are sensitive to
sodium laurel sulfate, a common ingredient contained in
many brands of toothpaste. Some
have found success using Tom's
of Maine or °Met brands that
contain only minimal amounts
or are without SLS altogether
In fact, Tom's boasts of a new
toothpaste free of the offending
ingredient. It comes in three
varieties, including a dry mouth
soother, whitening and sensitise
teeth
I urge readers with similar
problems to read the ingredients on their toothpaste tubes
after other conditions have been
ruled out. If SLS is listed, switch
to another brand.
Thank you for writing
DEAR DR. GOTT: I am a
47-year-old female with a peculiar problem. When my blood sugar levels are low, I yawn.
This can be very embarrassing
when I'm in the middle of a
business meeting or trying to
carry on a conversation with a
colleague. What's going on?
DEAR READER: The symptoms of low blood sugar are
anxiety, agitation, a feeling of
hunger, dizziness, palpitations
and more. Some people with
the condition become glassy-eyed
and stare off into space without realizing what they are doing.
Low blood sugar tends to cause
other people to become fatigued.
As you have discovered, that
fatigue causes you to yawn, even
at inappropriate times
I can give you some guidelines, but I recommend you meet
with your physician to be sure
my suggestions are appropriate
for you.

Ilmirattlidge
Test Your Defensive Play
club rather than a spade at trick three,
Had partner wanted a spade return,
he would have led a high diamond
instead. (If partner had no preferer,ce, he would retUtTi a mediumsized diamond.)
Deciarera bud probabls looks
something like:
•A K 54
IPAQ10
•K
•8
in which cahe South goes down one
if you return a dub, but makes the
contract if you return a spade.
It is tree that leading a club assay
from the king at inch three, with
dummy holding Q-J-7-3, looks very
unappetizing. But, assuming that
East is familiar with standard suitpreference signals and does not play
his cards idly, it is deans the right
play
If it turns out that partner has the
spade ace and :104 the club ace — or
neither ace -- and declarer makes the
contract as a result of your club
return, you can always show your
partner this column to teach him the
error of his ways.
Tomorrow: Harp; Grumble.

Vow are West, defending against
Four Hearts, South having bid one
heart North two hearts and South
four hearts. When you lead the eight
of diamonds, your partner wins with
the ace. South playing the six, and
returns the three, South playing the
king — which you ruff. What would
you do now?
North
•Q 5
'KJ 8
09 5 42
41Q J 73
West
•10 97 3
•9 42
•8
•K 10 96 2
If you have faith tat partaer, you
should return a low club. You should
assume that East read your diamond
lead as a singleton and expected you
to ruff the diamond return at inch
two.
Uader these circumstances,
Last's lead of the three, rather than
any old diamond, has a special meaning. his a3uit-prefcrence signal indicating that he wants you to return a

•
•
•

•••••
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ACROSS

El I_ falfail

IEtries
YOU KNOW, ELMO, MS POSSIBLE
eE
PEPPECTIal
HAPPY *MOUT
OEM
R104 OQ
PA.PACILAS)

GB AIR IF lE_L_Iticto
i4OW WAS YOUR meat.
11415 EVENING, ma'am,

1414MAMILA
AND Nem WAS
MA PA
YOUR FIVEALARM CM1Li, SIR*

PFAISSM1- Srtzu
YES, SIR I'D LIKE
PERMISSION TO SPEAK
TO GENERAL F.ERSH1146

WELL,MY BROTHER
WHO 15 IN THE
INFANTRY, WANTS TO
KNOW WHY THEY NEVER
GET ANY TAPIOCA PV001146

1 Unit
of resistance
4 Fix a seam
7 Roman goddess
11 Unser rival
13 Guitar slangily
14 Victorian interjection
15 Popular salad
16 Bang into
17 A Muppet
18 Furry pet
20 Washer companion
21 Easy toss
22 "Croc"
Dundee's girl
23 Mawkish
26 Get stuck
(2 wets
30 Feverish
31 Assist
32 Otrtbacic
jumper
33 Souvenir
36 Tolerated

38 Sporty true*
39 Happy shout
40 Soil enricher
43 More cunning
46 Papertess
exam
47 Close friend
48 Pleased
50 Wine served
warm
51 Sandy's reply
52 - qua non
53 Arctic transport
54 Tiny
55 Lemon cooler
DOWN
Again and
again
Clock hand
Talking bad
Delhi title
Escape hatch
Soaked with
water
7 Hissed at
8 Unsightly
Label

2
3
4
5
6

Answer to Previous Puzzle

MIIMM MUM OSOU
MUM OMM MEMO
MOM MUM
MOM COMM UMM
MOO
MOM
IBM
QUOMMARO
L I Mg
Y0

MOMMIOTT

MOM B00 DAM
ALTO EEO ODIAM
p
E N
9-19 C 2008 tinned Feature Syndicate Inc
10 Sense of smell
activator
12 Common
furnishing
19 Brother
20 Really liked

MO MINIM
MOM
MN= MEM
WM= MEM II
MOM= UUUU
MEM dim
Oaf= dEMOIddi
MOM
MEM
WIMM
EMMEMME del1101
Mild= AMIlidd
WM= MO MEd
MOM MEM MEM
WM
MEM MEM

22 Pregrown
!awn
23 That fellow
24 Bravo. ir,
Barcelona
25 Dutch carrier
26 Personal history
27 'man treasure
28 Seek to win
29 Gesture
31 Munched on
34 Fattier of
geometry
35 Last degree
36 Bobby 37 Branches
39 Rex Stout
detective
40 Tree growth
41 River in
Russia
42 Fish habitat
4,3 Hack's customer
44 Charles Lamb
45 South African
money
47 Feline toot
49 Kilo or Joey

